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DESCRIPTION OF COYER DE-
SIGN.

FROY: Y:ATHU'S "THE DY OF SOLOY:ON
THE KlNG."

The Solomon.
This is Lans-

1202-1203. It was in Levi
in his et Rituel de la Haute

.. and Brahe in his
"Calendarium Naturale .. but
in each instance without the Hebrew
Words and because
these were so illiterate tran-
scribers as to be Af·
ter much labor and
J, 1 believe the words in the of
the to be intended for the Ten
Sell,birotb in the form of the

with the Name of Solo-
and to the left: while

the characters are intended
for the twenty-two letters of the He-
brew 1 have therefor thus
restored tbem. This forms in
each instance the of the
MSS. referred to.
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PROLOGUE.

with

it not.

him; and
made

God created the
Earth."-Genesis 1:1.

was the Word
or Word

the Word was

"In the
Heavens and the
"In the

(or
was 'with
God.
The same was in the bel5innirlg

God.
Ail things were made

without him was not
that was made.
In him was life, and the life was

the of men.
And the shineth in

and the darkness
That was the true that

every man that cometh into this world.
He was in the world, and the world

was made him, and the world knew
him not.
He came unto his own, and his own

received him not.
But as many as received to them

gave he power to become the sons of



P1l0LOGUlt

even to them that believe on bis
name.
Which were hom not of nor

of the will of the nor of the will
of man, but of God.
And the Word was made and

dwelt among us (and we beheld bis
the as of the

ten of tbe full of grace and
truth. 1 :1-15.
The same Word is of

to the Collossians:
"For Him were ail created

that are in heaven and that are in
visible and whether

or powers:
were created and

Him."
St. to the different de-

grees of initiates of the Ancient
says, in his first

"That which was from the
which we have which we

have seen witb our eyes, which we
have looked upon, and our hands have
handled of the Word of Life:'
And in the of all the

cies of the OId and New Testaments,
the same sums them up in Reve-

ii



PROLOGUE

(lAnd His Name Îs calleJ the
Ward Gad."
In this Word are ail the of

NUMBERS. The Absolute that
the Word represents; the three men-
tioned in 1 5 :7, as. to
the World of Emanation, and which are
in agreement with the three on

and in each World. Their har-
mony is reftected from to lower

the three, who always manifest the
from which the Triad

The of in ucnCi,IS.
was not the

for the Word
then been but dwelt in God
the Father and was One with Him.
When the command went "Let
there be " it should "Let

be manifested."
For then was the Word m.miJ1eslted,

and this Word contains in its the
creative energy, which should after-
wards usher Worlds into existence.
This with which our Bible
opens, rders to a World and a
unl:hirlkali:Jle. and when the

and aU creative were hid-
den in the bosom of



PROLOGUE

"

Numb,ers. or the Ten

to he made known.
inherent in the na-

ture of to take effect in
ail that should he created. From
est to lowest human
these are and ac-

to the of the
are they manifested in order. Those
farthest removed from Absolute
Unity were less of
the than those who dwelt in the

World. As David s.aid: "Gad
made known his ways unto
Moses, His acts unto the children of
Isra,el."

his are meant the Ten
Laws or the Ten of the

of which the children of
knew but

they saw the result of their actions in
the works which Moses
which were called miracles. This is
the of the "The
fulfillment of the Law!'
"Blessed is the man that in

the Law of the Lord, and in that Law
doeth he meditate and

iv



EROLOGUE

the time
in

whom
as the Rulers of both

Worlds: Osiris or the Sun that rules
by and Isis or the Moon that rules
by the Rulers of and dark-
ness, the visible and invisible
doms. This is why Isis is repre-
sented the ereseent of the Moon
upon her head, into which the full
orbed Sun finds his a per-
feet which represents the great
P ..iin,.;nl.. of or the Two made
one.

a most learned Cabal-
ist of the last Ctntury, said: "The end
of this of Numbers, and Letfers,
is to the intimate union with the

of man
can reeover his lost powers by under-
standiing the Ten Numbers or Prineipills
of Ali ail kn()wl,edl'l:e.
ean be found
united with God or

and content of self is the
first step towards this wisdom.
We must follow the road never

to the or left. This

v



PROLOGUE

Eternal Science consists in seven
of the interior of nature.

Second, of the relation of the Material
World to the World.
of the forces of the soul, unknown to
most men. Fourth, of man's relation
to of the in-
fluences of these forces upon nature,
and of nature's law upon man.
of the of the soul from the

;,e1,entn, of the rela-
to the dead (so-

In the sentence of the ûld
Testament, we find the first indication
of the creation of the world, which
afterward we find in John's

and Revelation. Here we
unf'olding of the and

to the of

vi



CHAPTER FIR5T.

THE WORLDS.

As man lost ail, of the fruit
of the tree of in the Garden
of and wandered farther away
from his centre in the Paradise
created for 50 must he retrace his
way the same until he has
tasted of the fruit of the tree of wis-
dom, that grows in the centre of the
Paradise of God.

from the
round of these steps must be taken be-
fore the soul can
From the

World of
atom of the Factive
established an ctcrnal and unch,ma:eable

due either to reflection or in-
timate connection. The rep-
resented Numbers, are the centres
of Refiection; and the Hebrew



NUMBERS

and

Wis-

that
are for-
Samo-

is
which have

to cach
form the

There are Ten Numbers
Letters. These

Paths of

with their
and to
links.

farm the
dom."
God every individual His

Law of to this world
for a purpose, but to a few is

a mission for the
world. at the end of his

if asked what had been his
would have : "To have mastered
the wisdom of Greece; to have wan-
dered in the of for
twenty-two years, at their
cloors for at the end
of that time wisdom never discovered
in Greece, and then to estab-
lish the wonderful Samothracian
teries."
Instead of this we find

the Samothracian
gotten, their
thrace but a name, and im-
mortal the Eternal Law of
Numbers which he revealed.
At the present this

known in



AND LETTERS

come down ta us. The true science of
Numbers bas never been has
never failed ta prove its Divine
in its to the Laws
of ail Races and In-
dividuals. From the stars in
space, and in their orbits

Law, to the Name a new-
we find the different mani-

festations of one Law.
When taught the music

of the he was of the
Law of Numbers. from a cen-
traI force or at distances regu-
lated this Law, and to the

of tones and colors, these
enormous Worlds moved the

as have done from the be-
l!>uuuU5, "When the stars sang
to,retllcr and all the Sons of God shout-
ed with "lt was a lack of this

on the part of Adam that
led to bis downfall and min; it was the
wrong use of these Laws that brought
about the destruction of Atlantis.

and Lamuria no doubt owe
their extinction to some of
these universal Laws.
To the of Numbers at

3



NUMBERS

the we must know the
Worlds to which each the
centres that govern these Worlds j the
law of their and the inhab-
itants contain.
These Worlds are not enclosed with-

in each other, but are
from each other by the law of vibra-
tion, by which they are connected, or

each have a a
a Law of and inhab-
who ad under the Law of the

World they inhabit.
the Law of Vibration, all Worlds

ad at the same time, yet never infrinll,e
upon each other. While may blend,
it is to rythmical rules, and
as in music and color, per-
fect In the brimant rainbow
that spans the the three col-
ors, though in one har-
monious whole, and as in music, the
fir5t, third, and fifth note must have
their fixed places; so, these Worlds fol-
low the same Law as do the three

colors after their emanation
from Kether or Aziluth.
The names of the Four Worlds are:

or the World of Emanation;

4



AND LETTERS

or the World of Creation;
sirah, or the World of Formation;

or the Factive World.
Aziluth is the World of most

vibrations, the un-
knowable World of It is the
World of from whose rays
issue ail that is manifested in the Uni-
verse. Its vibrations penetrate an other
Worlds and reprcsent the power or
centre of the Universe. Its cen-
tre is Kether the from

or
The vibrations of the World of

Emanation are white The White
afterward becomes into

colors, as it touches lower
Realms of or centres. Hs
Hebrew name by which its Ruler is
known and called, is "Ehieh." Its first
manifestation is the who later
is seen in different manifestations of his
nature, in the other Divine
It is however, in those that are
in direct communication with the

and are centres of the different
Worlds that this is shown. Here we
find the char:lcteristics of the Adonai
in the Divine World The other

5
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HUMBERll

Sellhir'otllS of the and left
of each centre form the Triads of the
World. The Second World is known
as Briah, whose Ruler is the
the Creator of ail He is another

of the Adonai, and the Hebrew
name which he is known and called
is "Elohim," The name of his centre or

is called or
farther removed from

the or the vibra-
tions of this World are less than

and correspond to the
power of
Ali that assist the in His Cre-

ation dwell in Briah; they never leave
it, and those who have ever worn ma-
terial bodies, with the of the
Divine and a few chosen for a

mission, like the
can never enter it, Of
it was said:

"He was sent God to bear wit-
ness."

Messianic characters can ever
to obtain vibrations

to dwell within its
It is in Briah that the White

becomes and forros the three

6
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colors. These colors are rep-
resented in the World of Creation
red, the color of the Logos, represent-

We find this in the an-
cient who said:
"Who is this that cometh from

with garments from Bozrah?
wherefore art thou red in thy
Numbers 19:2; Nahum 2:3 and Reve-
lation 6 :4. This shows that red

to the and tinctures
every soul that will be a material

with the same color, and makes it
a of the of the Di-
vine Son.
In the works of the best

it is taught that al! things were created
from a blood red chaos, which undoubt-

refers to the World of
and the color that to il.
The next Divine Centre, in direct

communication with Adonai is
whose Ruler is the Christ. The name
of the Centre, or World, is or
the Foundation. The Hebrew Name by
which we can come into communication
with it is Shadai. It is to he
seen that in aU after references, to
Christ as the Son or descendant of

7



apparent connection with
to the Foundation

transformed

NUMBEllS

it has
the name

and
into the word
The Christ was the foundation stone

of the Universe and His active
work in the Ninth Selphirofh, the World
of Foundation. The Nine that
the Three Worlds were and
would become His
The color of the Christ World is

taken from His (the Son of
and is the second of the

three primaI colors, into which the
white ray was divided. This the
color and shows the reason why
the Church of Rome selected White and
Yellow as the color for their standard.
The inhabitants of Jesod are souls

destined to go forth and dwell upon
Earth and he c10thed with shells, or

and to return to the
World of Formation from whence
came. The forever
remains in the Archetypal but
becomes embodied in different qu.alities
of vesture until we now find Him hav-

an Ethereal form.
The last Divine Centre is the Tenth

8
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SeIlhiroth and is ca1led IVla.ICOtn,
Kingdom, and is known as
Factive or Material World. Its Ruler
is Christ, and the Hebrew title
that a response from it is the

that we found in the first

Here we find a return of the Divine
from the unmanifested

with Adonai revealed to MaI-
cuth through the Four Centres. Here

Christ with His Divine human
nature cornes into this Material
to unite fa lien man with his source.
While Malcuth is in direct connec-

tion with as the and the
as the He here in

Malcuth submerges Himself in hu-
and Himself to be

veiled in a vesture of flesh, aside
His garment of and
the of His estates, as Cen-
tres of the Creative, and Formative
Worlds.
Asia, or the Material has de-

scended so far from the vibra-
tions of the Divine Centres, that it is

to a continuaI conflict between
and and Darkness.

9



NUMBERS

There is no of its vibra·
tions. unless a Mediator be found who
has both natures in hence has
arisen the well founded faith in a God·
man, as the only Saviour for the race.
lt is in this Factive World that man

is 1>een from His Di-
vine Feminine, while Christ in His
dual nature is for
the lirst time in the 1\umr.er Ten.
As Christ the man·

ifested in the One and the
the latter stands for the Divine

Feminine that exists for ail
but has hitherto been unknown, though
she has been in al! Religiions,
from the most ancient on record to the
modern Rômish Church. From Isis of

to the blue has
been the chosen color of the vestment
that she has worn. This color to
man the of and is
used as the great canopy of heaven, oi
which the Psalmist when he said:
"When 1 consider the Heavens the
work of hands."
And : "Where wast thou when

1 stretched out the Heavens as a eUf-
tain?"

10
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were

The inhabitants
World are the
were conceived
World, were
Creative

of this Material
creatures that

in the
into Life in the

in a state;
form in the Formative

and dothed with Ethereal bod-
ies; and in the Factive or Material

as the Cabalist would say, "Feil
into or bodies."
The inhabitants of this World are aU

in a state of or
and to what has been in-
volved in the germ, will he the
tion to he attained eacb creature.

II
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CHAPTER SECOND.

THE TR.lADS AND TEN SEPHIROTHS.

In the
found

of the Four we
in the World of

Enlatllation, as the Centre of the White

and forro
the second Triad of the World of Cre-
ation.

and absolutely independent
verse. This rellre!;en:ted

two of the
the First Triad. As

goras taught: Triad is
from a Monad."
The head of the Triad is the Centre

of power of each World. The Four
Divine Centres of the Four Worlds are
each by two viz. :
Kether, Hochmah and Binah are the

tint Triad of the World of Emana-
: tion.,
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and fonu the
. Third Triad of the World of Forma-
tion.
Ma:lcuth, with Netzah and Hod

same that support the Christ
or World of

form the Triad of the Material World.
The First, and Third

the nature of Be-
in the World of

to

Fifth and Sixth
to the World of Creation.

and Ninth
to the World of For-

mation.
The and Tenth

to the Material
World. It must he noticed here that
there is a from the

Law that governs the
Numhers inasmuch as in all the

other each Centre has its own
for supports, hut as this Is where

Christ from the invisible to the
and became manifest, It is for

this reason, that the two of the
Christ must he for

13



NUMBERS

the Material for one is a re-
flection of the other. As Christ is the
Ruler of the Formative World, and un-
ma.nifested, 50 Christ manifested
in the is the Ruler of the Ma-
terial World. Both are
one. This is evidence of man's relation-

with his Creator and his
union with the manifested and
the invisible Christ can he for
restoration to the Ar'chletYllal
Rel:urtlting to the SeJ),hiroth, at the be-

Kether is Hochma,
or Wisdom; and Love or Mer-
cy. These are the two pow-
ers of the Universe.
If or Wisdom should pre-

dominate over or Love the se-
of nature's of God's

Eternal Law to man, would make ex-
istence unbearable. It is the

and eternal,
that makes the Universe harmonious in
its "'.... ,e< "".1'
The Second Triad with the Logos for

the and
strange Chesed, the
Fourth :Sel)hilrotll1, which is the PrinCÎ-

of and Peched the Fifth

J4
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two,
the

found

P,.j'n,.j:nl.. of Fear. These
become

of the Sixth. The Etemal
or sense of Fear that is

in every created is over-
the that the Prin-

is forever to ob-

and and
our God forever and ev
It is when the invisible King,doltn

of Christ is toward the Ma-
terial it (the Ma-
terial that the

are made manifest.
of

1$
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to

of
He

and the

God manifested in
was the lirst and last message of
when He assumed the form of

He did not talk or insist
upon any faith in creeds, He did not
establish any churches. He announced
Himself in His sentence:
"Know ye not, that 1 must be about

my Father's business?"
He did not insist upon the

the Father, but over and over
reiterated the words:
"Seek ye lirst the Killgdom

or the Father's Ki:ngciorn."
"And my is not of this

World."
"Thine is the

" etc.
"It is the Father's
you the "

"1 unto you a as
my Father has unto me, that
ye may eat and drink at my table in my

"For 50 an cntrance shall he minis-
tered unto you into the

of our Lord
Christ."

"The Kill1gclonls of tbis World are to

16
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become the of our Lord and
His Christ and He shaH forever
and ever."
"His is an

dom."
A care-ful of these texts will

show that the relation of the Material
to Christ is His

union with the invisible Christ.
We shall find that ail ages

and Worlds it has been the same
Adonai different attributes
of His that has formed the
Centres of the different Triads.

in the lowest of humilia-
is still in direct connection with

the unmanifested Adonai.
When His work in the World

was He took His at the
hand of and became. not
the but the Adonai

as a human
and houor.

The inhabitants of the different
Worlds are ail under one Law.
are the vibrations of the

centres of their and ac-
to the increase of these vibra-

tions do rise to

17
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as tbeir vibrations decrease in
and are attracted

to the lower Realms. Here is seen the
form of fallen until he became
a mere creature of dust. From this
condition of dust he must he awak-
ened, as it is said, Daniel,
that in the dust shaH awaken."
It was for this purpose that Jesus

Christ came. In 5 :14, we
read: "Awake thou that and
arise from the and Christ shaH

you Christ on ac-
count of His descent into the lower

became greater than the Christ,
or the or even the Adonai,
the fact of the sacrifice of Himself.

out the Triadic World of
we have the seven Prind-

the
Elohim, or Seven Creative Forces, that
were in the counsel of
until the created the Worlds and

over each of them Elohim. As
the Ruler of the Earth, Yaveh-Elohim
was chosen for this purpose. In Gene-
sis 2:1, we read in the Hebrew: "Yaveh-
Elohim created man of the dust of the
earth."

18
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In the Ist of Genesis it is
said in the Hebrew, "The Elohim cre-
ated the Heavens and the Earth:'
The inhabitants of the World of

Emanation are the Sera-
Powers, Arch-

angels, and some of the Intelli-
These the of

three or four ar<:hang'els, who have been
sent on a mission with messages
to those on Earth, as

Abraham, and
leave their World.
The Cherubim are described in the

vIsIons of and Ezekiel, as
winged creatures, that go according to
the Will of God as breathed forth from
the Centre. These go in joined

to They are sometimes
called "The of Heaven," and
were by twice Five or Ten,
the Number of the The
:Selrap,hiln are described Isaiah in his

Isaiah 6:2:
"Each of the had six

; with twain he covered his
with twain he covered his feet, and with
twain he did and one cried unto the

19
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other, and said, Holy is the Lord
of Hosts."
When man was driven from the Gar-

den of Eden, there was at the
East of the Garden, "Cherubim and a
fiaming sword, which turned every way
to the way of the tree of liie."
These creatures were made ai the ele-

ment of and hence could dwell in
that intense that emanates from
the World of the
Oppolsed to these Seven Elohim, who

have their Centres in the rep-
resented by the Numbers Four to Ten,
are dark, evil powers of as the
Seven of the Abyss, or Mas-
kim. Parsons in his "New from
the Great says :

they are in the of
the Earth, their voice resounds on
heights also; they reside at will in the

of space, welcome neither in
Heaven nor in Earth. They are not sub-
missive to their Lord and Ruler, and

in inun-
dations, and tempests."
This is quoted from a Chaldean work

by
The !lame reflection of the

20
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and Cherubim that protects the
Place is found in the of
our lower world and was known and
described the Greeks as the nil.rplles.
The World of Emanation is also

called "The World of "
In it is the mental of

that should henceforth he
created. The Triad of the World of
Creation inc1udes in its upper
the Law afterwards
when Creation had been ac<:onaplished.
The Law contains also the Ten Prin-

which with the Ten
Numbers or Selphiroth.
The first three Commandments of the

Law refer to Unity, or the World of
Emanation. The next Three Com-
mandments allude to the World of Cre-

and reverente due to
'-_._m_"" forth Creation. the re-
membrance of Seventh the
work of the Elohim is to he horiored.
The parents that have the Soul
to reincarnate in mortal bodies have the
next of reverence.
The Cornm:lnd,

refers to the

21
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the

but the
which will

fOI'gilren in this World or the

every

sin
never be
next."
The next three Commandments have

reference to the Formative World,
where the Divine Feminine is first rec-

as being from the
sou!. The Seventh Ccmmandment is a
direct law the love that
should be to the Divine Feminine
in man, and should not be to an

or love. The
tion of aU these Comrnalldrnellts,
bers or are combined for
the Factive or Lower World.
The Tenth Commandment tells us that

man must stand alone in his work of
he must not desire, or

covet, outside of himself.
With the germ of the within him
once and made conscious to
him he has aU the Universe within him-
self. The Moon, and Planets are
ail within him, and them the
Elohim will work, if he but

himself to their influences.
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As the even to this will
not aloud the word "Ya-veh," 50
the ancient we are told Plon-
geon,refuse to count Tens for the
same reason. Number Ten
to them the of the the
Infinite One. This called "La
Hun," whose name (Lah, Ali; Hun,

was Their God "Ku" was
also too sacred to have its name pro-
nounce<l, except with the utmost rever-
ence, because it was to them the un-
created soul of the and was
never to be under any
or likeness, like the God of the He-
brews." The ',Vorld of orbs then ex-
isted in the mind of the but
was not made manifest until the Ten

were established.
The Law of holds

as is seen in the fact that every model
of invention must be defined and
made in the mind of the in-
ventor. If one boIt had been mi:spl:aced
or in the mind of the Con-
structor of the the

itself would have because
this Law of mechanics would have been
violated.

23
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We read that every blade of grass,
belore it grew, and every creature be-
fore it was created in
the World.-Genesis 2 :5.
"These are the of the

Heavens the Earth when they were
in the that the Lord God

made the and the Heavens, and
every of the field before it was
in the and every herb of the field
before it grew." The World of Forma-
tion witb the Christ for the Centre saw
these bodies their

The inhabitants of this World
are different kinds of per-

God's will from above, and
man, who is below in the Fac-

as intermediaries.
vary in their of power, their
distance from the World of Emanation
on the one hand, and their attraction
towards the Lower World on the other.
This is aIl the Law of Vi-
bration when it attains
equilibrium can assist the Soul in its
upward march. The inhabitants of this
World range from the
and celestial souls, to those eartb bOl1nd
and held in to
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The Hebrew name which each Prin-
is called into action has a distinct

Begininirlg with or we
find Ehieh means 1 AM or, the Holiness
of the power of It is existence
with itself.
In Hochman, we find the Hebrew

word Yah which is the masculine Je-
hovah. The Hebrew word for Binah is
Yah-veh, which is the masculine and
feminine combined, thus the Pillars that
support Kether, or Adonaï, are the
masculine andfeminine
which are within itself as yet unmani-
fested.
In the Fourth or we

find El, the power of J ehovah,
balanced with Elhoa, the Name (Femi-
nine and of El. The name for

the for Fear.
In the we have the

where the Creator holds the seven
in His hand as mentioned in

Rev. 1 :16, where He is of as
the seven stars in His right

hand, the stars the Elohim.
Here the of or the White
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is ÎtIto the seven
Elohim.
In the Netzah

is one of the that
both the Formative and Factive World,
the name is Yaveh-Tsaboth. From
this is derived the Hebrew or
Sabbath.
The other Hod or Honor up-

holds the two Worlds in the same way
as Netzah and is the name
"Elohim-Tsabboth." takes us
into the of Holies of and
Honor, in the same way leads us ta the

or, through rays of the White
ta the seven inhabited by

the Elohim. This is referred ta
Salomon where he said: "Wisdom has
builded her and hewn out her
seven
The Christ Centre of the

Foundation, has a name by whieh if
the vibration is understood, we ean
eaU it the Shaddi
was the to be in Fear
and Yahveh in Love. In Greeee
are found the ruins of erected
ta the Gad of Fear and of Love.
Maleuth, or the of Jesus
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the Tenth
few are trained to attain the

state of vibration which they can
caU will find the Name that
resnoltlds to this is the same as
in the Crown. This is what we
understand the assertion of
ture: are but few are
chosen."
Fewer still have the seal upon

their foreheads from among the chosen.
The of the Law
has won the admiration of Bible stu-

from the time of the first reve-
lation made to man. It is un:assail,lblle;

and shows the his-
tory of downfall, and restora-
tion of man. As there are Three

besides the or the
World of there are Three
Adams that and
these three Worlds. Adam
the ideal or man,
the World for his

to be made up of the nf()snective
souls that to h. He has never

nor will he ever leave that
but, as each soul is Iike a cell that be-

to sorne part of the
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will there
and shine with Those
who belong to the feet will have honor
as much as those who to the
Great Head. The second known
as Adam to the
Formative as Adam Cadmon
had his in the Creative WorId.
Adam contains in him-
self, both and eviI souIs. When
the Primai Adam fell to a Iower state,
the and eviI and the
eviI became manifest in Adam
who has his domain in the Factive

and there exists under
the domination of the serpent
of death. When man is redeemed from

sorne parts of Adam Belial may
find a in Adam PrcltollIastus.
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CHAPTER THIRD.

NUMBERS.

or of
Ten Numbers or

There

in the Material World are sa
blended with the Numbers they repre-
sent, and of which they are
that readers do not stop to
separate them in their minds.

are of Numbers.
Numbers are symbols of Eternal Prin-

are
that ta

cannot be weakened or str'engtllel1led
their true nature, but
their essence.
There are Ten

Numbers. There are
of Eternal

are Ten which
were united into One. This One is
called because it cantains in
itself a1\ that has ever been manifested.
There are Numbers af nature, Num-
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bers and to man,
and Numœrs to the Divine
World Wherever these act
to the Law of the the result is
successful. ail represent differ-
ent of and follow the
same order.
The Ten contained in

are considered the Infinite foun-
dation of ail the combination that can
be formed from tbem.

contains ail force and is the
First Cause of ail con-
tains Law and and no Number
could exist without it. Whenever Num-
bers are to the cor-
rect method of their
are said to he ac<:or,din,g to Law. Noth-

is which is not
in some way related to it, and
of back to it
Hence, even in the Material

.... 'u'ulS'.. hack to
forth from it.

Ntlmliler's, because Num-
bers progress from it. When we
of no of enters
the but that of the ONENESS
OF BEING. It is like the White
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In at it, we do not think of the
colors 'into which it may be divided.

when we of the mercy of
the Most or, of the of
the or, of the of

we separate inherent
stand out before our

without to
when we have summed up ail

that exist in the Ten
that we can of them

as essential AU
the Ten Numbers or

of the
and different combinations of them.
These combinations are but
they can ail be reduced back to the
nal and from the Ten to

itself is and
.c.LI:nJ"" i but it sometimes manifests Ît-
self its different in such a
way as to appear to have divided itself.

is absolute It acts
without from the
first aIl the realms
of to the lowest atom of the Ma-
terial World. Should it cease to ad,

and death would result.
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Minerais would faU to because
the Law of Attraction wou1d to
operate; worlds would for the
same reason, and man and would

It is this action of within
itself that creates the Law of Vibration
which is the fundamental of
the Universe.
The Greeks, the outer form

but the ceaseless
on, ealled it

this ac-
itself in and the

to-morrow, this
away and manifests it-

f10wer or tree, but every-
it is the of

from the centre out-
the Worlds to the tiniest

come from com-
con-

In nature, we find

Animal. Thus the
Great P'yttiag,ora$, took the tri-

1esson for his

atom.
In there is

and discord can
binations of
trary to the Law.
the Law of Harml(my wOlrkil1lg tflrol1gh
the three great

and

...
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could leam the Univer-
the Law. that
was a Triad frcm a

the horizontal ta
represent the minerai he
the of the law of
structure the construction and crys-
tallizativn of that He showed
that the atoms were built
ac<:ordirlg to the Law of attraction, or
har'me.ny, and held together a mag-
netic force. Then to the left
!ine to the apex, he made them
prove the Law of the Mineral KÎllgdom
carried up into the The
same proeess of construction, the same
Law of the same
of was found in the stalk
of the with the addition of the
Law of which the Mineral

failed to possess. The
could not walk from to
it could be acted upon the and
feel the of and what had
been the acts of the of
the in the became the
avenue of sentient Iife that should af-
terwards become the in the
human.
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develolped to a

The Third line (lf the
the of the Law of r'LCtlVltv.

where we find ail that we found in the
Mineral in its
in the Ve,ge1table ; in the dr-
cu!atclrv motion of ftuids and cor-
res,pondiing to the blood and veins later
found in man. But here we find added

Mineral and Vegel:ablle
in the Will that man's
the intellect that teaches him to
and the now

state of structure.
Wherever discord and destruction ap-

pear in nature, or in man, it is because
these conditions are about
a of one or more of
these great Ten The
is in how to back to

the action of
two modes of

the fortb of
and the retum to i15 Centre. The first
is called Infinite and the
second definite The one
forms lines; the other acts with
cunes. The lines are maseu-

and the curved lines :..rI:
sho.witlg that these two
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existed. nrst became man·
ifested in motion.
These of the char-

acteristics of and the of
and curved !ines so and

the Worlds to which as
weil as the themselves, must
a1l be in the mind of the
student of "The Paths of
Wisdom."

is never caUed a Number. Tt
contains in itseIf ail Numbers. When
these truths are un-
der'stood, we shall also find that every-

that has
and Measure. Whe"'l the knows
ils own Number il will know the Path
it must take to its pow-
ers. and force are both inherent
in but force results from

the Law of OPI;lOsites,
tains the of aU
intense The
has absorbed the for a cen-
tury, aiter it becomes embedded in the
earth, goes various processes,
but retains a1l its stages its in-
herent and back
the when once more
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the upper
and

the lower

It is
the
from to
lower rays, and conditions
new combinations, that takes from the
Material World aIl that is known as the
True The will come when
the darkness will be driven away, and
every creative find itself united to
the ray of It will then
be One with It is the power of

that of to
the centre of and even
clothes them with bodies of

is pure and
outside of this is but different
of substance until we reach gross mat-
ter, which is the farthest removed from
it. Wherever we see a we
know it is a of forth
from its center: wherever we see a
curved we know it is a of

rleceptivity, substance, or mat-
is of
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Realms. It thus has a double relation-
the and the lower. Take

It oot
to but has come from

with the full force of act-
upon it the Adooai. At

the same time in the work of Creation,
the becomes related to ail that
shall ever be forth its
power.

from
of
the

acc(lrdblg to
diverll;en<:e from the

Worlds
therefore, acts in the different
acx:or,ding to the distance it is
whether the the Hu-

man, or the Natural. In the
there is Law; in the
Creative World the Law he--
comes a Universal Law, white in the
Factive World in which we live, it acts
as moral and Law, Wherever
and however it is

the Law of
The
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ill defined From of the
Will there i5 of go-

or to the
or to the left. This is indicated in
the bulb of the that must take two
direction,s, one towards the and
the other towards the root. This is in-
herent in its nature, as the of
motion is in Absolute
The Position of the of the

Numbers indicate certain fixed Princi-
Wherever the Central Dot has

extended itself in a
lar the more is the Prin-

it indicates. Where it inclines to
the or to the it shows that
the has swung from its
nal centre, and to its dis-
tance from that centre, is the increase of
the of the of desire.

when it attains the state of per-
fect rest and at the centre,
can it ever find its state of power and
repose. Where it extends ho:riz1onltally,
we know that the for which it

has fallen to its lowest



CHAPTER FûURTH.

NVKIlER5-œNTINVED.

Two is the tint
from to

and yet, a manifestation of a
Priincinle inherent in
masculine and feminine. It is symbol-
ized the Number which in turn
is the Two. It
must be remembered

because
terial World. There

which are
and to the World called
Plato "Ideos" or the World of Ideas?
Numbers are of Eternal Prin-

which contain the Three
past, present, and future. Like Num-

are also invisible. The
student of the Cabala must in
mind the difference or distinction be-
tween numbers, and Priinciiple:s.
The Number Two is
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the Two, whose fonu tells the
story of its nature.
As long as existed Its ac-

was withln itself. In the co-
opleratio'n and power of
by active and or the masculine
and feminine Number Two
came into existence. When Creation
was established and the Will was
stirred in the Centre of It was
from a desire to see itseIf manifested
its works. This was the first step in the
Law of and which
has since been inherent in
created. This was also the of
the darkness and was in constant con-
ftict with the from which it came.
The of the in-

visible Number and the
Pr;,,,......,I.. of OPPlOsiltion
shows man, or active Pl"'incinl,e.
prostrate and a small
Will connected with the curve or pas-
sive feminine This is one of
the most remarkable lessons of the faIl
of man, overlooked ail books.
The curve above the line is
sometimes called the sensual curve and
in the far East had as an
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of the

zontal
Hne
fathers

of as
femtinirlity, and mot:herhood the
time that man fell roto the space of

the hori-
dominated the curved
he feU into the of

and where he exists
Man has from that time been

consdous of two selves or which
the German Fichte called "The Me and
the Not-Me."
The Not-me

knows of himself. It
the Material World and is g01,ef1l'led
the senses. The Feminine as he knows
it is the power over him
and will hereafter he as the
Lower Feminine. When he catches the

of the real in the Divine
Femiltline, from which he has been sep-

then the for Im-
mOl1ality and
Number

next
the Triad of the upper
is the first effort to return to of
that which went out from it. This first
enclosure of space could be ac-
conrrplishe:d after the Number Two had
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this

wandered in its dis>sa1tisJ:actioiD, and in-
stead of its steps, takes its
nearest Hne direct ta which
fOnDS the
In the we find

a continuation of the story toId in the
of man's fall, and restora-

tian. As man was dominated and weak-
ened in his powers the
Lower sa the Fem-
inine of Divine he will once more
he Iifted into power, and crowned with

and honor. The battlefield is the
man the

",tr"""llI'l.. of the The senses have
him and forced him tÛ"
and weakness. It was at

after that ail the ob-
were he turned ta the in-

visible and desired to find his
feminine nature. This cames ta him as
a support and a comfort, to him
in his while he is pras-
trate, as the
line, the curve or
Feminine. At this the lower Fem-

still the same
it did in the Two, is now
Ull:I'U"cu to it, the Feminine.
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AIl power is and
whatever can be seen to the
Factive World and has no power withill
itself. The Lower Feminine is a creat-
ure of the Material while the

and Divine Feminine is an in-
habitant of the invisible and
can be known con-
sciousness of man.
Fallen man, as the

Two, may remain prostrate
LIU UU,I.Ul mâny before he realizes
that he has from his best
or the Divine Feminine. From this
time his mind becomes divided between
the old attacbments to the of
sense, and the desire to know more of
his real
Three is the nrst Number that en-

doses space and in manifestation of
Father, Son and the
the indicates the Universal Law
that must rule in ail Worlds, where
from come From
the root or of a tree, come the

branches, and In its
mute unconscious way, it proves the

of the and has started the
root into is mani-
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fested from the that is not a
in its nature. In man, we see

this in his head, chest and trunk. In
the natural in the Mineral,
Vegetablle and Animal; and in the Uni-
verse, we see the same manifestation
in the Three Worlds.
One represents Two the

manifestation of Cause, and Three the
result.
One Two

izes or matter, and Three sym-
boIizes the soul that is the
power between One and Two.
Three in its from

contains Number, and measure;
it contains and ma-

In the human it repre-
sents the that is the of
the father and the mother.

that the
line, from the

tral represents Absolute
the horizontal the faU of
into matter, we see the of the
Cross, in the form in which man was
created with arms extended The

line Divine
Will, but crossed with arma ex-
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mind,
indicates continuaI

man'sto this
and human
When man has established his rela-

with Absolute his mind
and intellect and Will are also

to the One and then
can man stand for in himself.
It is, when he has attained this WiIl-

and is to the
that he can become con-

scious of his nature,
the Divine Centre can the

come to him and act him.
Wherever we find a made up of

we know that it stands
for a Number that the Di-
vine of action. One is never
called a because it contains in
itself ail Numbers. Besides this we
have the and seven made
to represent the Divine action in the
different Worlds. One a11
numbers, as we have be-

to the World of from
which ail that exists is found to pro-
ceed Four is the Relative that

to the World of the
of the combin-
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the Fonr of the World of Cr,eati[on,
with the Three to the World
of Emanation represents the Relative

of the Wodd of Formation; so
we find Four and Seven be-
tween the Absolnte of and
the manifested of which
represents the Factive World, and hence
these are known as Divine Numbers.
The srndent of the Cabala, finds in

the Numbers Four and a rela-
tion to what has gone and the
WorM aiter, bence these are
caUed Relative Unifies, but in the Ab-
solute it is confined to that
which emanates from it. In the Num-
ber the final Divine Number, this
order is and in of

to that wmch
from il, we find it connected
the WoTlds. This
of the Masters once established,
makes a clear of the
value of the ditTerent Unities.
Four is the of transi-

irom one World to another,
where a has been it
opens the door to the next lower
and this 15 its office. It
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is the greatest of the Divine Ntlml)er:s,
and is called The it
the Name of Yahveh was ex-

and to this
Numbers One, Two,
instead of the
He, which is never
brews.
When Moses was told to appear be-

fore Pharoah, and tell him that he must
let the children of Israel go free, Moses,

was afraid to carry the
message, and he said:
"What name shall 1 tell them, sent

me?"
And the answer came: "Tell them

Yahveh, The 1 AM, THAT 1 AM, sent
you."

to this time the name of
was not and the nearest ap-

to it was found in Isis of Egypt.
eXI[>resse:d the same thought "Is-Is"

Over the of
her afterwards Plato,
it was defined thus: "1 am ail that was,
and is, and is to and my veil no
mortal has lifted." It was the same ex-

Dsed in the Old
"No man has seen 1Q1. and Iived."
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It is wben man has become im-
mortal that he has seen God manifested
in or lifted the veil of life
EverJl!Stiing of Isis.

his
years, spent in the wisdom of
the found that a11 the names
of Absolute were
Four. This led to the of the

This was
the Numbers instead of the
that the Y or Yod, and the He or femi-
nine in the
and the or the Son
from the and the He, and the final
He which was the Divine Feminine of
the or the Vau, was the exact
mellniiiig of the Yah-veh.
At the present the Four Letters

that represent are to be found
almost in every We have the
Gott of the Germans, the Zeus of the

the of the Romans, the
Atma of the and the God of
the who moulded and cre-
ated man of the Ptah. Here is
seen the of belief between the
Hebrews and the Romans and their ven-
eration for God. The former in their

'r "
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of Yod-He-Vau.-He or
hoveh which contained the four great

the the the
son, and the The latter it is

seen God, and the
son, but not the or as is
seen their manner of the

for in their Jove is seen the Yod,
and the Vau, the father and the son.
To the rfpresents THE

as does Jehoveh to the He-
brew.
The Number Four can be

traced back on stone records to the
earliest historical It could not
he otherwise, for when the first ray
went forth from it formed a di-
rect Hne that should ever afterwards he
known as North and while the
Will forth ta the and the
teft made the of the com-
pass, the East and the and
this the Cross.
from time immemorial it has been said :
"Ali power cometh from the North and
the East."
When a of a World is mani-

fested there would be no
which its inhabitants could
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pass, were it not for the Number Four,
or feminine to Vau
represlentl,j by the line or
but not manifested. It is by
the Four in every that the
passage is made from the up-
per and lower Worlds.
This is the Priin...inl..

Triad of the next
when will
door tp the World below.
Four is called the Mirific Word,

meaniing the Word of Power; it ait
were and the
of is but another
for Word. To

know this and how to use il, is
the great of ail students of Her-
metÎc It is not as they

sornethirlg to be uttered from the
but to he life.

It is when a has been
attainled, that every ad becomes
in its result. In the TL __ 'C_L

made to say: Word shall not
turn to me but shall
aIl that, whereunto il is sent."

who is one of the
says : "The idle
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words Christ are each to
be recast
"An idle " says the same au-

"is any word uttered that results
It need not

but it fails to
whatever." Solomon

also says: "Cast bread upon the wa-
ters, for thou shalt find it after many

"
word like that bread,

will return after many and must
he the same after it has
learned how ta make it effectuaI. The

that indicates this Number is
of so

form a cross. Some of
some

arr'anlsed as to
the lines are
sho1/l'ing the diffe:rent posil:ions
from the

to
combination of the and the Di-

crosses the horizontal and pas-
or fallen As as a part of

is prostrate thcre will be the
and of the Divine

with the human, until the will
is lost and in One great Will.
It is then we shan find as we do in the
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or Prin-
that

been added to
One Will roles

the horizontal
the perpendiClLtlar
the Universe.
The human united to this One

governs the Four
which are the

and Water. When
walked upon the water, he called to
Peter to come to Him upon the same
element. But not yet
been imbued with power from on
or the or nnal which

came to the alter the de-
parture of their failed in his at-
tempt. The man at-
tained Relative must he able to

the the storms, the
fire, and the water, and even the earth
itself. In the Psalm, this is re-
ferred ta in the words: "Thou madest
him to have dominion over the works
of hand."

bave in Morocco a secret
order whicb use of an unknown

can heal diseases and govern the
elements. With a will
C1Ltt their and upon
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it three this word
mentally, the wounds are
healed.
The Five is the most fac·

tor in the of Numbers. It
not only represents but occu·

the of haH of ail con·
tained in It represents man by
the /ive star, or
When be has reached this stage, he can
be affected the stars above, the de-
ments and the forces invisible
from the other Worlds. With his Will
weil he can do much to over·
come these but not until bis
Will has become One with the Divine,
can he become the master of these
forces.
In the the Ycd bas

three letters, the He two, the Vau three,
and the second He two, the

Ten. with
and the feet sep;aralted,

the is
wbicb rules the

forces of man. With his
and his he touches the
World thl'Otllgh bis senses, and his

which touch the the five
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of contact are
which he would know
outer World
The represents this Pente-

gram with the influences that
affect it. The difference between
the and the is that
the one is a hare of man gov-
emed his natural Will ; and the
other, or is the same
v.ith the Will uncentered
The is the enclosure of the

five star that man,
endosed in a line drawn from ta

on the star, and bis en-
vironments and the that limits
him.
In tbese three of man, the

first represents hiOl in his
state of on the natural and
intellectual a
trained Will; the second expresses him

ta both visible and invisible in-
fluences of the World around

and the above; the third
limits him space, and condi-

which he cannot rise
without from a source.
It is wben he no reaches forth
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with desire after ; when
the ambitions of life do not touch
when his Will is in the Great

that he can to become an în-
habitant of the Realm above. and have
communication with of that
World.
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CHAPTER FIFTH.

l!iUMBDS COl!iTINUED.

the Num-

to a curve Une below. It repre-
sents man as advanced a step
from Number Two and Three, and is
now the Divine Femi-

but with a part of him still suf-
from the effects of his fait.

When the Utde bit of horizontal Une is
up and united to the perpen-

dicular man as a human
will have attained consciousness

of the invisible World about and
of the Divine that is now a
part of his consdous as heretofore
of his unconscious life. At this
man has attained a of self-hood
and is no the vac-
cillation of the lower Will. Man here
has the course of deIJen:er.l-
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tion and from henceforth is on the up-
ward overcome the influ-
ence of the Lower Feminine which
he fell.
In the Persian poem of the "KaH-

n this is be;autHulIly po:rtr;ayed
the Princess concealed in her father's

the young Prince catches a
of her garments, as But-

ter the he is seized
with a vehement desire to see the form
that wears these ethereal robes, and
and watches for her appearance.
It is that the
comes, but never yet has he seen her
face. ail the beauties of
Earth, the attractions of his own harem,
and the of the senses, he
his in the of
this one When the culmination
comes, and he finds her, it may he
when he is old and it may
be when in middle but whenever it
comes, his is cOlmplet,c.
The for which Number Six

stands represents Two
ative and Formative.
tained the two lives

v in the visible and invisilble,
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the visible and
the consciousness of the invisible comes

The of man's
successive stages of his
is that which carries him

to another, and intro-
into newer, and

and new
In the case of the new born
we know that the child has en-

tered the Factive World. We know
also that in the il has no con-
sciousness of its Year
year, the child's knl)wled,œ irlcre:ases,

and its consciousness of its
ment and

From the
the the advance continues.
the same way, man in his de'lfelopl:nelnt
is new centres of
COllsciousnl:ss, but when he has

Priinr;:nl.. of Number Five to
he knows no more

than the child
after it was knew of the World
into which it had entered. The

for which Number Six
that of shows that man
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cannot represent the Divine
until his latent powers have been

and used to
the Law of Numbers in both Worlds.
The that stands for the Num-

ber Six is a with a perperldi<:ula.r
Hne in the curve on
the hand at the base. The Divine
Feminine has not man, but
is still united to, and him.
The sixth star or Solomon's
seal represents the of the

and lower Worlds the as-
pu-aucun of man for the where
the apex is above, and the descent of
the by an apex down.
Here is found the of the
Union with the human Will with that
of the Divine. Here is a cur-
rent now and be-
tween the Triads of the Two Worlds.

this cunent, the
charaeters of the World

have been enabled to that
which was to be miraculous
the uneducated.
Pythaigoras named this dose relation-

between the Two Worlds "The
Cabiric which the true
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initiate is able at any time to caU upon
the with whom he is associated
in the and with the of

can heal touch or
of space and distance. He

bas been to make himse1f an in-
strument for the essence of
life to work l.i.an thus be-
cornes the conductor which the es-
sence of life is received from
Realms to be distributed to lower.
The end of all true initiation is to

establish a consdous relation of this
kind. poem that has ever
been whether
Roman, and

our own Bible re-
of the lost man, to
self.

from his
Esau, he sud-

the fact that he
must and with ail his

started out to
make his reconciliation. He selected
the best of his flocks and herds, and
sent them on before this
would his brother.
As man centered in
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so the Number Six
the and the of
that he the
reveals man tbe

Law of eqcdiiblriu:m.
As Christ Himself "1 came not

to do my hut that of the Father
who sent me."
In the of men were

to devote years to the severe training
of Masters in the of the
lower and were to he re-

to be initiated into tbe
Few except the Pha-

roahs and Rulers could aftord the time
and money for this, and hence the
masses never knew of these
The Pbaroahs would
wealth of a to build a
which should endure. These we still
find on the banks of the NUe.
With the Cabits of ancient

the same was shown in
to attain this The severe
and test was the Three years
silence belore initiation. From this

leamed the of the Words
of Christ when He said "For every
idle Word that man shall he must
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an account in the of
ment."
To he an initiate at that or to

he a Cabir in was greater than
to he a As Solomon said :
"Greater is he who ruleth his
than he who taketh a "
After the Two Triads

of the Creative and Formative World
man and thùs adds to his

another or Princilple,
which is Numher Seven. We here find
the that represents this Number
made up of ils

of It
is again the Fourth Number that takes
us hack to and hecomes a
of transition either to a or lower
Realm. the process known as
Theo!iop'hic:al addition wc find the sum
of the Numbers that have a in
Seven as: One Two, Three,

which
toc·eHler takes us back to
Pri.ncillle of is made
Four of the

man, and the Triad
of the Divine World White it
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is farther removed from Absolute
than the Number it exceeds this
Number become united with
the World of Emanation. When

of this in the book of Revela-
tion he says:
"1 saw seven candIe and

in the midst of these was One Iike unto
the Son of man and he had in his
hand seven stars, and he "The

of the Seven stars, and the
are the

that are and shall be hereafter.
The seven stars the of the
seven churches ....g,........ ,; and the
seven are the seven
churches." These are the Elobim of
which when he says: "The

lieth Four square."
He is relfer:ring to man when he has

become on the four sides of
his nature, phlfSic:ally, nleI1ltal.ly,

and when he reaches
the state where he has fisen
time and space, as he has
overcome the weaknesses of these sides
of his nature, and has at the same time
mastered the element. As
for when man has attained the
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of animal and brute
force he is enabled to subdue the brutes
that would oppose him. When he has
attained the law of and under-
stands their he becomes an

and ail the forces of
science which he has are
made subservient to him. When man's

nature is
with his mental and and astral
forces the are
his until reach astate
where merge into the

in which his powers are as yet
of no avait. This is the Realm of an-
cient and the work the M:lgi,dalils
were said to wu done different

of invisible powers that
could eaU to their assistance. Man hav-

the mental and
sides of his finds still

a Realm to be attained. This
results in the man St. saw in his

whom he to
be an or the Lord and
was on the of down to
W(J'I"lUUP, when he was forbidden the
words : thou do it not, 1 am one
of brethren."



In this case man had attained bis
and ail

human behind had reached
The which the

-Number and which in mm sym-
bolizes the second Relative is
made of as was the

but in this case, we have
one a per-

and the other shorter,
the at the

The horizontal is now
the Divine Femi-
formed the

union of the two that are the
self united to the Divine nature,

and the interior soul or lower
which is stiU horizontal. The shorter
the horizontal the more is
man's As in the Number
Four the Feminine had become
the transitional power, so here in Num-
ber Seven it is in
and is not but appears
Number Nine and Ten.
The Number

combines two great Prilnd.ples.
the square, or
and the which is now
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with it and it. The
World of Emanation is the World
which has for its the Triad
without any necessary to
other Worlds. When the First Cause
manifested it was as

and The Father represents
the central from which eve·rything

the Son the fortb of
that of the Divine nature that
was to he the Creat'Jr of the Universe,
and is like a line from the Cen-
tre direct to the outer rim of the cïr-
cumference of while the

or Great is that which
lills in an the space between the
tral and the
is to to lower creatures, the
cal breath, and to the l'ons of
breath of Eternal life. When this tri-

of the Divine World rests upon
the square of the
we can see the absolute power,
and of man.
The next to is the

Number most used in ail
sytnb,ology to represent Af-
ter the six of Creation the Sev-
enth comes in for a of rest.
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The Seven The Seven Stars;
The Seven CandIesticks ; The Seven
priislrlatiic colon; The Seven Tones of
Music; ail before us this N\llml>er,
as the to be as man
cannot go the unfolded cube of
his When a state is
reached, then does the Messiah come.
From the Relative
into another series of Three

up to the final This be-
with Seven and passes to

The is formed with two
one above the a
small horizontal line that represents the
Two Feminine that we have
found before, each their re-

Uuities. A small horizontal
line shows man still prostrate, and the

above, the Four of
the first Relative is the Divine
Fe:milline, while the lower rep-
resents the Lower Feminine which
man lost his Pristine power. This
Number can be called the Prind-

of the and Lower Feminine
in their efforts to filin and save man.
It is the Feminine Number of
the entire and i5 sometimes called
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the double Feminine. has now
ceased to exist in the Material
and man is related to the Etemal.tu "'''''!!IU his or Feminine na-
ture.
In the Bible it is said: "Christ came

ta and to save that which was
lost."
This means intuition. In the resto-

ration of her
Divine self we see how the two na-
tures are into one. At the
present the World does not Imow
that man has a dual nature, with the ex-

of those who have studied the
true of the Bible from the be-

of Genesis to the end of Reve-
lation. It is in the child's state of de-
vellopmc:nt, when it does not even know
that the will come, when it will

for a mate, or to
cOlnpJletlmess to its life. great
storms, and and
even crucifixions, the few
awake to the fact, that Earth has noth-

to that can and in
from Material a

is created for that is en-
It is here that the Divine Fem-
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power
when to life. One
man like Tolstoi for this Prin-

alone, and with the World
is like a lamb in its meekness, and

to the beasts that
surround il. The is not far dis-
tant, from the self army
of the one one there will
step out of the ranks those who recog-
nize the power of non-resistance.
As the action is understood

in "That two
are to a so we
that when the two Feminine
are

inine ta and the
result of this is sure, the time is un-
certain as the Bible says: "1
shaH he satisfied when 1 awake in
likeness."
The Number the

of the

strcmglth of the Active Princi:ple.
Of aU the Numbers in the SCp,hirloth,

Nine is the mast rellnar'kal111e, cx<:epting
which is no Number. It takes

us inta the Three Temairies, or
and shows the Universality of
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the Law of the Triad in each. From
timeimmemorial it has been a
with mathematicians wherein its
laI' power It can be added to, sub-
tracted divided or and

one face to face witb
itself
The formation of the that sym-

bolizes tbe Number, is the reverse of
Six. It is a cirde at the

upper left band top of the tine;
this indicates that the Divine Feminine
bas found her but has not
yet manifested ber full power, altll10tlgh
she has reached the of the active

In Rameses
this when to he erected a statue
of bere Neferita representing
the Divine Feminine reaches to the

of Rameses'
that honored as no man ever
was before and she was
not, however, in power to Rames-
es. In the the Feminine

her power to
man his estate, and force
him to he subservient to her. When it
came to the Number Six
Two the Feminine
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was at the foot of the Factive. Now as
Nine aIl Three
The and
this at last proves the power
of the where it is said: "The
seed of the woman shall bruise the
head of the serpent."
In this is seen as man

in part his po-
sition, and no affected by the
sensual curve. We have now come
where the Divine Feminine is
above to aid the or Positive

in the head of the
serpent that bas no power to de-
stroy.
In the Number Nine man has found

his satisfaction in his own uprig'btli1eS,S,
and the Divine Feminine which has al-
ways been a part of himself more or
less manifested now acts in
unison with him. He now

to her for she rep-
resents the Divine Wisdom, which is
one of the of the Universe.
The present which but a

few years ago and towards which aU
have tended since is

the of the Divine
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Fourth Ilmce
and

hUlDaIÜty back to the state
or Adam-Ive. This is the

known as the Water
bearer, the out-pourer. While man is
the active cause, "The He," the Hebrew
Letter the Divine Femi·
nine of the World of is the

over the World. This
forros at the present time the ma.gmetic
attraction of every of be-

drawn toward the Divine nature,
and with it cornes a connter cnrrent of
the of the lower forces.
Wherever there is the shadow is

dark and the cause of
the power of this is a
tidal wave of hurri-
canes, and other unusual disturbances
not seen sinee the of the Christ
at the of the last two
thousand years ago. This result could
never have come until the fourth
which ta the Number
the Divine of the first Relative

When the first
Taurian era,

known as the
the Bible ree·
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been he-
had inhab-

ited the but had not awak-
ened to any consciousness of a relation
te a to this. For
this reason, it was not considered of
sufficient value to make a record and
the as soon as man
recogllizE!d his relation to
This was the of the

Pharoahs, and the stood out as
the record of the greatest Pharoah that
had ever lived. The of
contained within itself the "Ark of the
Coverlant,'" and aIl that is of as

to the of
Until no one has known the
star that its and
it is DOW found to he the cen-
tral sun of the Universe around which
our Sun and Zodiac revolves in a little
over two years. Like

a the observer looked
up that shaft of the and
found this star that was afterwards
proven the centre of ail move-
ments.

emblem of the fuIl-
was the great ob--
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of amongst the Eg:llPtians
at that time. The for
Taurus, Venus, the of
Love, gave to the world the knowledlge
of Osiris and Isis, and Hathor. The
latter the Lower Feminine
found wherever the Feminine
can he traced. The festivals filled with

and in the
time to celebrate the fullness of life in

and tree, animal and man, were
at one time pure in their but as

the love of the lower Feminine
attracted to herself the adoration that
should have been it was the

of the downfall of
Ch!opatra, centuries that
she could not usurp the Isis,
the it,
was content to immortalize herself en-

on the as one who
in the Lower Feminine had attracted to

and under her Mark
Al1lth<>ny and Caesar. Not con-

to the
herself carved on its walls in

sa much like that with
of the Utaeus upon her

tbere is no difference discernible.
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After the Taurian came the
of the or when aIl

the Pharaohs had the name of Ra or
and this gave the title to Rames-

es the Great. It was the of
great and and
characterized sacrifice.
Abraham at this time offered up his

son, Isaac, but was saved {rom
this by the Ram that was caught in the
bushes to he sacrificed in the

of Isaac. The
for Aries is Mars.
This was fol1owed at the end of two

thousand years, the cycle of Pisces
when Christ was born. He chose for
his the fishermen of
he his tribute with money taken
{rom the fish's mouth. After His res-
urrection he ate a of broiled fish,
and aIso fed the multitude that were
an with thus the
seal of his This
is seen even to the present in the
mark upon the Hake's head where the

of his thumb and are
seen behind the The tells
us that when Christ needed the tribute
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money he blest the Hake for it
to Him.
The duration of a is from two

thousand to twenty-one hundred years,
and represents a of the Solar sys-
tem.
"One with the Lord is as a thou-

sand years." "And a and a
make the measure."
If a is two thousand years

it would take five hundred years to
that which is from

twelve at until six o'clock in
the To the observer
there is no difference in the world from
three, four or live hours before mid-

from four or five hours
after. The full cornes when
six hours have We, in
the present see no difference in
the world of from that of yes-

or of the that has
We can discern the in the
fact that a wider interest is shown in
the Unseen than ever before. When
the Messianic came in there was
an of nature, more demonic

but those then did
not even how the visible and
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invisible Worlds were in unison
acc,ording to the Law.
As the Taurian the

power of the Lower
or Venus the race to desitrtlction,
so the of the outpoluirlg
of the Divine Feminine will act for the
pUlrifilcation of the Lower as
was seen in
The present is

known as the spirit:l1al
This is the fact that it is
the Fourth or Divine which a1so
goes back to and in this case
takes the chosen ones with it.
The Nurnher

shows the active of
sta,nding side side in an

with the Feminine Principle, sym-
the The Divine

man from his
no a

nate but is manifested as
his side and with

him his rCl!renleratioliL
In Absolute

vine Feminine un-
known. In Four she is
but not hidden from the Intelli·
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gences. In Number Seven she is
imfisiiblle, but her works are seen for she
has become the power of the
World. When we reach Ten the Di-
vine Feminine comes in her full power
to do her work, as Christ came in His.
This is the fulfil1ment of His words:
"If 1 go not away the will not
come."
And

lem tin the power
come upon you."
We have here the Hne or

active to all
Worlds, as a will introduce his

the Divine Feminine that has
been with him through aU and
with whom he would henceforth work
for His Father's He has
now made the circle back to
the Absolute where he is once
more the Adonai with the Divine Femi-
nine now manifested.
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CHAPTER SIXTH.

BEBllEW LETl'ERS.

An Hebrew Letters contain a Num-
a a and a

To know these in their relation to each
other, and to is to hold in the
hands the chart that will us un-

across the ocean of
into the Paths of Wis-
dom."
These Letters are twenty-two in num-
and are divided into the Three

Mothers, Seven Doubles, and twelve
are also divided into

groups of seven, cal1ed
Before to the of the

we shan take up the sub-
of the Three which are

Mem and Schin. The
Three Mothers are the foundation and
represent the of the scale
of demerit and the balance of the
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which 1s the eq\lilillrilJlm
are graven

go forth the
which are
and feminine
created. In the
sent the Three elements. In the year.

represent the heat, cold and tem-
perate. The Three Mothers in man
represent, breast and stomach.
The Head was created from The Fire,
the stomach from the Water and the
Breast from the
One of these Mothers to each

to the first, Mem to
the second, and Schin to the Third.
Their office in each is to
bring forth or In the
world this is done the combination
of essences, and in the lower world
the Law of Generation.

the first Letter of the
is numbered one, and repre-
It is !ts
or

in the Tarot, i5 that of a .1"1515""',
a board before him on which are
the of the four and
the four seasons. These are to be trans-
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forme<! the of his Will inte
the Universe and ail it will contain.
When the four elements at his com-

are nature with
ail her of aIl
orders that inhabit the different
and the of ancient
are revealed.
As there is also a reflection from the

worlds to the 50 there is
a reftected power of a letter to
the lower. In we find man re-

the power of the when
he stands at the head of a de-

He uses for his instru-
ments the Eternal found in
the Ten and the Twenty-two
Letters which form the that
carry the one to another, and
the that belong to A

any Letter, is to be found
the Number of any Letter

Its Number is ac-
in the

and itll is acc10rding to the Let-
ters between which it stands. Among
the Letters or canals, is the first
of the nrst weil as the
tint of the It carries
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the power of
the World of wisdom.
mind the illustration of a
from to
we shall he able to
ities that come into the
from the
In at the we find

that man stands with one arm to
the other down to show-

that the Divine force from above
aets him to aid him in per-

works. Beneath
we find the Sacred

Name of indi-
that the power of God in the Cre-

ative must be used wherever a
Divine purpose is to he
It seems that
should be called a Mother Letter when
it represents the greatest of the
Univelfse, which would
it upon the or masculine side.
In the Creative World there 1S neither
masculine nor but a union of
the Two in one, har-
mony. have force and
power, and represent the Fatherhood
and Mo.therhc.od.
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The of is Creative
or Kether. The color is
the Second Mother Letter, is

the Thirteenth Letter of the Hebrew
and unlike which was

at the head of the
Mem is next to the last. When
the of this is seen, we find
that the Letter itself the Sea
of LUe from whence comes,
and she must have the of the thir-
teenth to represent the relative
Four. It means a woman,
to formation and as the
temal and Mem is al-
ways feminine in her nature, the
forth of aU life. When Mem is found
at the end of a word, it shows that the

to which she can he car-
ried out into unknown space. This must
be done incarnations or

be accom-
the doon of

death.
The is

as the skeleton and indicates that
death and life are different
of the same Mem could not
fortb if remained in its own



world. Her us: «<Trans-
formation."
The color of Mem is bine,
The Nnmber Thirteen of Mem shows

the side of as indi-
the fulfillment of So it

is found that this Second
Mem is as much of a
was in the First with the
that is a stl'aillht
Hne in the Number and no clue to
the Feminine as it is con-
cea1ed within itself; while Mem is rep-
resented by the Number one
and the latter Number de-
notes added together
the Divine Number and
Two, Three and Four added together

in which the Divine Femi-
nine is manifested the side
of has lost none of its
powers, but the Divine Feminine has

Mem has her in the Hebrew
between the Twelfth Letter

. and the Fourteenth; this shows that she
rests upon the Mother which
may turn the Letter from the
tenldenc:y to to Sal-
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vation. the Letter is
the Letter that shows that the ar-
row of desire has started forth from
the Mother and will have
power to lead man to his
ble attainments in
evolution. In as a

she must
"Trarlsf()rrrlation," all the
attributes embraced in Motherhood.
We must that the Mother

Letters show different and
modes of forth, and that Schin
is another of the same P ..inr·;nlp
As was the first Letter of the
AIIlhalbet, as weil as of the Mother Let-
ters, and in its
est expression; and as Mem was the
Thirteenth Letter what
was, and as to Relative so

the Letter of the
AI!>haOet and the last of the Third
tenary, as well as the last of the Moth-
el' carries the progress of the
arrow in its
Schin is the of the Three

and expresses the truth, that
the race was lelt with the of
the Divine Feminine until it
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had gone all
and of which it was
Later, in of the letters sep-

there will he of Schin
noticed that do not belong to the Realm
of the Three Mothers. The hierog:lyp,h
of Schin is the foolish man made
less by the gratification of his lower na-
ture; this is shown the
his white he goes
world a fQ()lsc:ap.
is he in the of the delusion
of the senses, that he pays no heed to
the nor to the before
nor to the crocodile to devour

when he has falleu over into the

intlellilgel1lces about
left

knowledge but
The
to
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or and the power
to act and to
his were lost to him. The
fact that this intuition came to him
from a Divine Power insured him

any mistakes that other-
wise result from spontaneous
and it was when he hesitated that he
was Hable to be led astray. From this
has come the old "He who hesi·
tates is lost."
The color of Schin is emblem of

The Numher of Schin twenty-
one, shows its first two, the

not of man from
but of the manifestation of the Lower
Feminine which caused his downfall.
ThrOtlgh the efforts to his union
with man the Divine Fem-
mme which alone could redeem, and
unite him with the the last Num-
ber of Schin.
The combination of the Two and the

which makes the
of manifestation on ail

The of and
the Three Mother Letters must
be in the mind
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CHAPTER SEVENTH.

LETTER&-CONTINUED.

After the of the Three Mother
Letters, we come to the Seven Doubles.
This means that the Letters called
Doubles have two sounds. one strong
and the other that
each cantains the active and

and are related to the plane-
tary conditions. Each of these Doubles
represent the Elohim who embodies
both natures in One.
The entire Hebrew is con-

structed upon the of the
Letters to the different omit-

the World of Emanation, and are
grlJUlled in Three to corre-

to these Worlds. The names of
the different Elohim in their
order are:

El
Eloha
Elohim
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Yaveh-Tsabbath
Elohim-Tsabbath
Shaddai
Adonaï.

The Three Elohim ta the
World of Emanation are the
Son and and are directors of the
Seven Elohim mentioned. This

us Ten one for each

The Seven Elohim of the Three
Lower Worlds, not govern, each a
Planet, but each has power over
the seven of the week. It will he

that the names for the
ends in
the

The

The

The

The go,rerrling

The
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is Venus.

of the most
bOlmd,ary stones

The
is Saturn.

In the Bal>y!cmiain
andent
were
to the

of bent horns.
serpent,

horns in
shape.

The names of the Double Letters are:
Beth The mouth of man.
Gimmel=The hand in action of

Daleth=The BosoIn.
hand in the action of

Phe=The tongue and back of the
mouth.
Resch The head of man.
Tau=The heart.

go
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The twelve Letters refer to the
of the and are:

H=The head=Aries.
Vau=Neck=Taurus.
Zai=Arms=Gemini.
Heth=Breast=Cancer.
Teth The heart=Leo.

Lamed=Reins=Libra.
Nun=Generative

will
as with the

and is
of Let-

learned the Letters
and how to form them, the
become familial' with

of his own
now to take up the
ters, and Numbers as a whole.
In the of it is found

that the Ten have their re-
in all Four but

in the of Letters have no
in the World of ex-

cept and Beth and Gimmel which
have direct communication between the

Hochmah and Binah.
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orhave no age

as lines of
termed

Numbers
date of have

as of Be-
The fact that Hebrew Letters

have a in the World of
shows how their secret has
been lSU'" ail ages since the

The of
Wisdom" must ne,:essax'üy he dassified
into those that are
and those that act as carriers of the
qUlllities, from one to another.
The first are far the most

tant, reflected from the
without the Letters

or what are
the of these

Ntlmlber's, or could never pass
from their centre. Man could never
know how to find his way back from
the Factive where his search be-

to the from which he started.
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CHAPTER EIGHTH.

LETTERS-<:ONTINUED.

"The World of Emanation is the
movement of the it-
self as without any revelation of
the least trace of It is
the interior which the
ble May become real." The

and Most remote is that
known as or the World of
Emanation. It is the World of

from the the first
centre of the human mind con-
ceived.
The first with

has its here, and contains
within itself al! the other Letters which
are formed different combinations (!
the Letter Yod with Vau. Yod or the

is the central creative power
of the Universe a dot

is made four of
one at hand
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above, another at the leit hand
these two are an inverted
Vau two Yods. It is
titis inverted line of the Vau that the

is established between the
Divine World and the Lower. The
Four Yods represent the Four
and the Four which ail
nature is As there is a Di-
vine Centre for each of the Four

so there is an Adamic Centre
in the Three Worlds that of
Emanation. Briah means the out
of itself.
In Adam

Cadmon is the per-
feet huma,nily and from whom in atomic

man has come fortlt
de-

this he will return, when
and take his in the

Cadmon from which he came.
He will no he the

but a
Wherever the atom came there it
will return, honored whether it

to the the or the
brain. This is where the Chaldeans de-
rived the idea of the zodical hav-
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a in the different parts of the
Adam Cadmon is the Eternal
1 IS :22, that in

the different parts of his nature mani·
fested Himself in later but al-
ways remained the Bi-une
He was not only Adam

the or
Son. As the Father and Mother of a

send off their
of themselves,

the Adonai, as Adam Ca,dm.on,
of Father and

his Bi-Une nature, and after
forth of lost nUlnmg.
The World or the World of

differs from the Aziluth
itssubstance no

but an of
with ether, not as we know it,

but as the from
which the other elements emanate. It
differs from it also in for its
centre, not the but the
who is a manifestation of the
in his official nature as Creator.

Adam Cadmon as a type of
man, the calls forth

the Word all nature, and crowns it with
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man wbo is to
as it is said in the fint of

Genesis : "He c:reated man in bis own
male and female created he

tbem:' And in the Psalm:
"He made man to have dominion ov....
the fish of the sea, the fowl of the
&te." In this World, Adam
tus in
get1leratiol1S of men with the
for either or evil.
In the Formative

Adan! as the
Rabbi Loriah would say: "Broken to

or fragments.'"
From these those who were

attracted to the Material and
were filled with evil fell into
the World of or the Factive

where are as
children of the Third or Adam

ta free themselves from the
shells that encompass them. This was
iIIustrated the Children of Israel be-

held in the EiDlPtillns,
until there one as their Mes-
siah to break their chains and iead
them into the Promised Land
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lent ta their sheDs and
them into spiritlilal ""'''''IS''''
When Adam

fralgtUemts that
in the Formative World and
the Factive or

with them and their descendants he
was in the World of cease1ess
where is more essential than be-

Adam the man of
was forced in this World ta -.:ombat ex-
ternal that surrounded him
his dense material It did not pro-
teet him from the invisible enemies that
entered his
and the senses, but served to protect
him from more gross forros of
This man is called: "The man
of Sin." Another name for the man
of "Shells."
This Factive World is

the World of It is the
of from the old life to

the new, and it is here that man learns
the of and the wisdom of

In the First
Adonaï as the
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as we have our introduc-
tion to Adam all different
manifestations of the same
Kether is the reflected from the

true of the Adonai is
the Life and the is the

of the human that
will he manifested.
the source of
fullness of and yet remains
unknown and unknowable. One of the

of the is the central
dot known as the Yod.

does not remain at the centre,
but becomes the link or ca-
nai as the active of distribu-
tion. It is not an Absolute be-
cause it is related to the Adonai, and
ail that follows. it is caUed
the First Relative It is the

that can exist be-
tween the and the Ten

represents the
must find

of his different organs in the different
Letters that follow. These have
been referred to in of the
twelve and the of
the Zodiac.
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when we come to the Second Let-
ter, "Beth" we find its for-
mation and appearance of an open
mouth, that it is therefore called "the
mouth of man."
It is made of two horizontal

on the hand a
pelrpendicular one. If we were consid-

the Letters from any other as-
pect than that of man, it not be
called a mouth, but it would he recog-
nized as that into which could
enter, and could come forth.
This seems to the that in

its relation to as the
man it became his first mode of expres-
sion and followed by we realize
the power and of the
Word. This afterwards becomes the

that ail Creation into Be-

find Beth the canal
or the or

of the Hebrew charac-
in mind the relation

to the as also
This must be

the of the

In the
ters we must
each one bas
to the one
considered
interior meani.ng.
Like

between
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and Divine love or intelIigerlce.
These two have
a permanent in the manifestation
of as Creator of the Universe.
In the World of Aziluth ail The Great

are held unmanifested in
their When the of
the doon to the Lower Warlds is es-

and Beth are the two
canals that carry the Eternal

ail PrincÎ-

Beth expresses the open
mouth the great love and
which is henceforth to he one of the
two forces of the World.
When Salomon said: "Wisdom has

builded ber she has hewn <.t
the seven " he referred to the

the Universe that should
rest on tbese two great of
Wisdom and Love. Beth as the hiero-

in the Tarot, is as the
Priestess in the inner
of man and that

which can emanate from il. The Will
decides whether Beth shall utter words
of good or but whichever are

can oever he
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jUI:lgrnerlt."

into the mouth from which
This is what led the Saviour
"For every id1e word that man

he must an account in

says, in an
idle ward, "An idle word is one that

forth no result."
It is also said in the New Te'stament,

"That when a sower goes forth to sow,
he must have the soil or it
will forth " 'Which un-
dOIll.btedl.y refers to the words which is-
sue from men's that take no root
and forth no return.
The Number of Beth

dicates also the Law of
which was and had taken
between the and His Divine
Feminine. The also
Beth a in her relation to

This seems for,
the Priestess should he to mie.
As it is seen elsewhere there is a power
of non-resistance stronger than active
energy. Therefore Beth in her
is found to he the 1,)wer ta

acted
he imown as, "Pro<luction.
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In this Letter was
Isis crowned with the Crescent of

the as
the full orbed Sun. is repre-
sented as erect with the power
of Will to all Beth
is as yet, on her
head is a crown of power, and across
her breast a of honor, and in her
hand the c10sed Bible. Sile is the power
of the the secrets of
nature or that are hidden
from the When she has at-
tained the fullness of Feminine Power,
the Moon is no upon her head,
but under her and she is crowned
with the because she has risen
above the Law of Generation. Beth
shows, next to and a

of which He is the
she should be the instru-
which the fiat of Crea-

pI"IJceeu, but instead of
the united powers of

of which we shall
tater. In the book of Revelation it is
said : "There a great wonder
in Heaven; a woman c10thed with the

and the Moon under her feet and
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upon her head a crown of twelve
stars."

dothed in the vesture of
the after this woman had over-
come the Laws of
and made for her initia-

Gold as the color of the
which color is still used in initia-

tions of the final Solomon
in Esoteric said :

"The
within."

is all

J is
the

dosed throat

The Third
the throat, also

hand in the act of
and related ta Beth the Second
as the throat is related to the mouth.
We find this of the

that as as the throat encloses and
the mouth cannot out. The

throat represents the vestibule of the
sanctuary of man, which contains the en-
trance to the sanctuary, the heart
As are the mind,
and sentiments are born of and

they meet and have their
in Gimmel, which is the

between the two.
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"As a man

new
words

of Gimmel is the
rel,reisel1ltil1lg a woman but

now crowned with a circle of stars, a
sceptre in her left hand, where the As-

of Venus is seen upon
hand is an

that is the of the soul. This În-
dicates that woman, like man, becomes
the Ruler of the when she has

Solomon "Out of the abundance
of the heart, the mouth speake:th."
While another has

thinketh so is he,"
Therefore, Gimmel can weil be

called the Perfected
the power of the
through him
power of

Isaiah 'says :
not return to me but it shall ac-
cOlnplish ail that whereunto it is sent."
The natural man can noth-

words. It is when man has
learned the power of the Word
and at the of equlilibiriu:m

where the intellect
above and the heart beneath have cen-

will his word have
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asc:enilatlCY over, the Lower Na-
ture. Hel' Number shows
that ber comes
Her sceptre, crowned with
shows that love in aIl stages ruIes the
World.
In the natural her love the

woman establishes the in the
World she forth the

Divine she attracts and draws
unto herself, and ail
who are touched or influenced the
magnet of the Law of the Creator. Her

is and is the
Venus, and the Anie!.

The "Power or the com-
plel:eness of strE:nlrth.
Gimmel

shows that it an active
which the word is

the mouth. It has one very sÎl1llTlllar
lation, an unobstructed con-
nection, between the Adonai of the
World of and ail the Di-
vine Centres of the Lower Worlds. In
the throat of man, we see this same

between the inner man
and the outer and also between
the inner man and the invisible World.
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Gimmel makes a direct canal between
the and the Adonai to the

and the Christ Centre, and end-
in the Factive or Christ cen-

tre.
The Fourth

sometimes called the
be or which may be or
downward. It is also sometimes called
the womb which opens to let the child
pass from the World of darkness to

in a Name it indicates the des-
of individuals. This is indicated

the of the Letters be-
tween which it is The hiero-

of Daleth is a man in a
posture, that shows his attitude that
he has lost the In the first
ture of Daleth we see him
earth in his left in the
the sceptre of the Three Principl1es
natural Iife. The Ieft
over the other and shows that he has
lost the power which he must
In the other he has the earth

upon his sceptre, the
cf()ssiinll: the while the
sents his
Number of His Letter has
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as him back to
Number Four. Set this in

the direct communication has with
the Divine World of the

and Life to the lower
Worlds. No other canals faU into or
cross il. This Letter governs Thurs-

and the invisible vital fiuid which
he carnes from to Lower Worlds
has been done of
a Will Di·

are
The horizontal Line
shaded indicates that the

is the stronger in this
case, when the Active
has but one office to n..,rfnrm.

of

vine.
The Letter is made an

horizontal down-
to a pelrpendiicuJlar. and are almost
in that the ac·

tive and
balanced.

forth.
to the Tarot of

a creation made li
to a Divine

as the Central

expresses
Creative aCI:or,dinlg

but
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Arcanum every Letter is an Ar-
canum or World of it-

of the First it be-
comes a that turns from the Ideal
of a Creative to the po!lsi1:,ilîl:ies
of all the of the Lower
World. It must also he borne in mind
that the Letters of the rirst SeJlltenary
refer to the order Intelli-
gence.
The of Daleth is, "
Man as we know him the

creature of and will
pass door after into life
after until he attains a model ac-

to which he was created. This
model still exists in the mind of The
Creator. Daleth to the
Fourth Prilncinle
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CHAPTER NINTH.

The Fifth Letter of the Hebrew AI-
"He"

It is made one hori-
and two pe!rpe!ndictlilar at either

end. That which it from
Beth is the third Hne which is

from the horizontal at the
top. This shows that "He" does not re-
ceive the full power of its Divine Femi-
nine nature, because it is cut off from
the channel or source of its
It represents the Eternal Feminine

The of"
carries the idea of power that aIl
feminine LeU('rs represent The
ture in the Tarot represents a man, a
Ruler, and a Ruler of a Church. He is

as the who is
with the thumb and two first
raised in and up:hol.dblg
left hand the ancient Sistrum

tOi)
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which here contains the full oumber of
the seven notes. The of the
thumb and two first white repre-

as the
goes further back

O1risitiatlity and takes us ioto the
TA__,'M where Osiris
is seen, carved in bas-relief
some Pharoah into the As
the Osiris holds
the thumb and two in the same

but so as to the
Letter or the of the Fem-
inine nature. Thi shows that the postu-
lant has, attained the state
of where neither pre-
dominate. This is be.!utifIlLlly eXl[)ressed
in that ancient hymn, which
was chanted at the ceremony of initia-
tion:

"Oh Oh MOltherhood,
Thou blessed two in one;
Absorb me ever more in
And find my soul's

On the other side of the
of the chair on which the

sits are raised as as the top of His

uo
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the Sistrum is the
three notes of the World of Emana-
tion and the four of man, or the
Lower beneath. This man rep-
resents an initiate into the mys-

and the two eolumns Yakim and
the active and

that we find in every room of initia-
tion of secret orders. On the
hand is the Law, and on the left
to or He needs no books
to him for he received

initiation the union that opens the
World of to and the
broken Sistrum shows that the
Fallen Man has his union with
the This now protects the
Perfect Man who has attained the de-
veloplrnelilt of the square.
He does not rule active power

but his power is and
conlple:ted that of the seen
in of the Number

esotene of Daleth
is the of the door,
the process of

must work in hatmo.ny.
Sinee Absolute was repre-

sented the and the

HI
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as we see

the Tarot have been
shorn of their ab-

solute This is the story
told in the first of Genesis.
Here the Ideal was created
the hidden active and Princi-

and ail that followed is but a par-
because fromtial

the Feminine
the form of the Letter.
The Sistrnm refers to

cred musical used in the wrl..
ancient of
the Feminine Priincinle
its relation to the as shown
the Iines that cross it. This

instrument was devoted to the services
in the of Hathor, and

upon the or vestals
of the To those who under-

it is the story of the seven vi-
brations of love from the lowest note
to the we
find the same effeet is the
low of the with
which their service untU it in-
creases in such ardor that

are overcome, made un-
cOlllsci()us, and faU a ecstuy.
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religioll1s have this truth
vibrations of sncb

as aal!1Clmr.
The Deva-Dassis of the of

India were chosen when young, and
devoted to this part of the ser-

among the Shakers of the present
we find the same manuer of obtain-
ecstasy the vibrations

caused The Indian War
Dance is but another of the same

When the Sistrum was divided
and the three seen of the

man was from the Ter-
nary of the until he had
overcome that which related to his

nature, and the
World.
The

ter,
the this door the soul en-
tered into a realization of the

and as we find it
has found J'll-Umrv.

is a Feminine Letter in its hiero-
also shows it to have the mascu-

line nature, and to this still
more we see before it the ef·
fort it has made to the two in
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it

the the
with hands in as
it seeks the union of the Two natures.
It is here that He loses the Feminine

and the of the
thus Two in

One.
The fint great of is the

invisible that sends forth the
Word the mouth of from
the recesses of the throat. This
breath has been received the
Universal breath of and the
Letter in denotes the Ram,
the nature of of and
great sacrifice Cor-
reslPotildirlg to this Letter is the Princi-

.. or Number which repre-
sents, .. and here becomes fear-
less.
The of is and the

Number in its relation to the Absolute,
must be deferred until we reach the
Number Ten.
The Sixth
two

zontal
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came irom a Realm to a
the pel-pelilwl:uhlr line represents Rela-
tive for
represents the and a11 that relates
to and as we find in
Genesis a of it, where it
says: "Let there be and there
was
This came irom the manifestation

the of the World;
said: "He was the and

the was the of men."
When Paul saw at Damascus,

in the of the noontide sun he was
blinded the that was

than the sun. 50 we see no
hie:roflrlY1Jlh that could better express the
mE!aning of Vau than the Sun,
from the centre of which the Love
Priinci.nle is sent forth in the form of a

an arrow at man. In the
one the archer is blindfolded,
and he bits the man in the
this is the organ of man's
est intuitive and when he has
become so that he can see
with the inner the arrow from the
sun, Gad bits in bis and

us



opens the fountain of love which is
above ail other faculties.
Vau stands for the the

Etemal Sun, who at this upper
tenary governs, like the
and Lower Worlds, and Matter.
It is the whose centre is in the
Creative been sent forth

the Adonai. The Adonai in His
oevel' leaves the

but manifests this Înclividualil':y
in His different as the Word
or the Christ and the
Christ.
The World in which the Vau has its

is the World of Ideals, with Be-
unmanifested It follows the

and the Zain.
The of Vau is, "Love." It is

seen as the source of Jife.
In the are also three peo-
a with folded arms

whel'e two l'oads meet, and on eithel'
side of him a woman. The one on his

hand is crowned with the
one on the left is crowned with a

The of
bow and arrow

ta
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while love attracts the to
the Feminine. He does not at
first see the difference between lust and
love, but when once the Lower
Feminine has lost her Power.
The Vau was in

as the of Osiris and
on the walls of Her most sacred Tern-

at its are still to
be seen. In the of our we
caU it the the and the

but in the time of
when she was the centre of phiilos.ophy,
it was caUed and Horis.
This was or Taurian

where the Bull
was the of In the his-
torical rooms at New York in the
National Museum of London, and the
great museum of Ghizeh at Cairo, are

of the respect to this ani-
mal. In even at the present
we find the Sacred Cow the
veneration.
We have now reached the last of the

First the "Letter Zain" t
No series can progress seven,

and each and closès
with a Number that can he taken back
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ail

of t....

to This is also true of the mid-
dIe Letter. The Iaw of Num-
bers and Letters never if
continued in a series ac-

to this Law.
The represents an arrow,

but the in the is that of a
COlnq'uer'or, surrounded by four columtns,
which support a starry decked canopy.
The represent the elements that
have come forth from the
ether and this in turn has come from
the of the World of the Ain-

; these elements are for man to
conquer, and the four animais seen in
the are also those seen in
Ezekiel's the the the
bull and the lamb.
also of the
Four WorJds.
These also represent the red blood

from the heart of the the
from the white which is the
est of the heart
and the while the Bull repre-
sents life in ils fullest

the lamb represents the
sacrifice and is to
man's salvation.
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Zain makes a transition
First to the next.

is seen with two
one white and the other

hamessed to his chariot. This
represents the darkness out of which
man emerges and the he has at-
tained initiation. In the order,
known as the of the Treas-
ury of " we find the perpetua-
tion of this initiation. It is a
brotherhood scattered over the
where each his iIIumiltlatiion,
is in communication with the rest,

transference. The Letter
more than any other, shows the preser-
vation of the Divine in the human and
cOI'res,pollds with Vau of the O"'l'lrt,..r-
nary.
In this Letter is seen the of

motion directed a as the ar-
row can be sent to aIl the Lower

and reflex action comes back
to the from whence it started.
This is direct and il

the World was created. No motion can
he made in one e1ement which does not
etiect the element and
the one above. A vibration sent uu.uUISU

Hg
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the air a stone wWeb faUs ioto the
water bas left an endles!l effect on the

in the water it reaches the farthest
limit of that and when it
!links ioto the carth at the bottom of the
water it lcaves not a but
an The arrow, in the case of

is sent from the Creative
the central Will of the Universe; it

continues direct motion until it reaches
the next World below.
The of Zain is,
This is emblazoned' in the letters

V. on the
shield upon the front of the
aIso the of
Letter i!l formed mucb like the
SeveD.
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CHAPTER TENTH.

SECOND SEPTENARY.

We have DOW followed the Letter
Zain into the next to
which the Second
The Relative which is the be-

of this is the
"Heth"
This

connected
To the ordinal7 Oll!l/'I"VPI".

like
is made two

a horizontal !ine above.
it cannot be

distiniguishe:d from He in its formatiOlrl;
but ta the close observer the three lines
in Heth are connected, and ther4
is no between the pelrpend:icular
at the lelt and the horizontal above.
Even Hebrew writers fail ta make this
distinction between these Letters. Heth
shows the vital current uninter-
fUl)tec:lly rmeo,,',," it, white in He a part

was cut off {rom its source.
as it may seem, Heth as a Let·
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ter is stronger than He. its
in the First where it
a Passive in connec-

tion with and the while
Heth the of leader of
the next
Each Sepllenalry

Letter,
nature, it is active
tion. The Adonai had the
self with the Feminine

but was

In The Second SeJlten:ary
sive in Her

which has not
but the leader of a series of

1)fl)gress;iotlS because she has attained
the Bi-Une state. The nearer this is
attained man or woman, the greater
their power to rule others. Heth has
ber centre of power in the World of
Formation and is limited. as
the of a11 Letters and aIl the
Se])tellaries, has unlimited power.
The pid:ori:al hiieroglYJ:lh of Heth rep-

resents a woman, in her hands
the sales of which she
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and
before her.
The

vast

an
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World of where forms are
substantial, but neither material nor

united at its
line

In 2 :19, "Out of the
the Lord forth every beast of
the and every fowl of the air."
This is a continuation of the account

in the first of Genesis, where it
is said: "He made man in his own

male and female."
The Number of the Letter be-

the union of two
Worlds and to t.e
union of the Formative World with the
Factive, or the Factive World with tne
Cr1eatiive, and also with the
union of two natures, the Lower with
the Feminine. Its great
it is seen, is a power. This
Letter also shows to be at-
tained labor, white the former "He"
denotes absolute without any
effort whatever. it sym-
bolizes Libra.
The is: "
We now come to the Ninth

"Teth"
It is a

ba!>c with a horizontal
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which ascends turns back
towards the and with a Yod.
Yod does not unite with beeause its
work of Absolute is done

the Vau. In this Letter three
Worlds are as with
it. It from above
to that which is below, and it is mis
Number and Letter that unites the First
Sep,tenary with the Third. Its melmillg
is as a roof, a shelter, or protee-

and it will protect an the imnates
who are initiates of the of Wis-
dom.
The of Heth, in

the represents an man bold-
aloft in his hand a lantem. He

is a mantle and hood and
is the culmination of to the young
man we saw forth with the two
feminines one on either side. He had
the power to choose betwen vice and

in the sixth Arcanum. The ar-
row which was then shot from the

over the head of this young man
has now become the staff upon which
he leans, it first his intellI-
gence, the revival of intuition and
then his until it becomes a
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ta his Salomon described
this young man in many parts of
Proverbs. When he has attained the
fullness of time allotted to he
holds aloft the that attracts ail
those who behold him. In the twenty-
third Psalm it is said: rod and
thy staff, comfort me."

true master has a
and a An initiate

his staff and his
come a Master or an
Moses struck the rock in the willderne:ss,
he struck it with the rod (this was his
visible means of the miracu-
lous but the staff that gave him
the power to this miracle was
invisible. The staff is invisible.
It is the Word, which is

seen in its results. The rod may
be that which Christ used to annoint
the eyes of the blind man, to heal the

and to feed the multitude;
whatever is seen others and
them to be the power that does the
is a manifestation of an in-

ward force that do not know. The
difference between the rod and the staff

that the one is the means used to
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ac<:ontpliish, and the other is the power
to use those means. The

of which the
with un-

the rod and
three Worlds

to ad in unison
with man's power. In the we
have the power that can be at-
tained prayer; in the wC!
have those who have united themselves
with the Master concentration of
purpose, and lIteaùfastness of
1 the Third we have the nat·
ural forces to which man In
the case of. true we see this
more than in else. The
natural or force or
breath which the made use of as
a . is the force be·
tween the Factive and Formative
Worlds. if it is indeed
true it reaches into the World
of Creation the "Cabiric chain" to
which the initiate has been
When we can reach the Creative World
the cure is instantaneous. This is th€
result of a life effort and prac·
tice.
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The of this "Wisdom."
In Heth is related to the

of Leo. This is the red lion
of in Hermetic as

united with the of the white
eagle. The Hon's functions are in the

and when the is estab-
lished between the intellectual forces of
the the of
the white and the love forces of
the heart, man has become an
We now come to the Number of

Nllmlber's, "Ten," the Hebrew Letter be-
"Yod",

This Letter is formed like a dot or
period. It is the and full
expression of aU Numbers. From this
central dot radiates to an endless dl'-
cumference the power of this and
from this is taken the first Letter of
the and of the ail
powerfui Yahveh.
The represents

the wheel of with a di.
it; while the whee1 tums up-

ward and what the world caUs "Good"
When it reaches the do-

minion of the sphinx at its extreme up-
ward it to tum down-
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what seems to he a
no rela-

which has been in the

and indicates which
... man calls evi1. This
with the old of Osiris

into the lower Worlds when the
was done and to

This Letter attained the
of the Two

seen in the Number
Active stands side side with
the Passive, or Divine Feminine Prin-

Yod, as retlre!lented
this shows that a
dom than is seen the Lower

of the progress of
out the

that shan be tried the downward
movement, and at the same lime where
the reward shall come after the trial.

is the wheel."
This is the Etemal of life.

Not until the wheel has touched the
earth in its downward can it

to go with renewed force
from the power it has by desire.
This is what the worId calls, "The
wheel of Pate."
This is

blind force
tions to that
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The Master of who
knew ail Laws and in each
World bas "Whatsoever a man
soweth that shan he also reap, and
whatsoever ye have done to must
be done to you
But also ac;:ordir,lg to the Law of

what the Rosicrucians
and an

fold"
No seed ever ever

one of its kind. From one ker-
nel corn, there will he at least from
four to a thousand kernels
forth. In the book of we
are told that saw the small
and great for the deeds done
in the their rewards. As the Fac·
tive World is the World of
or it must he in
this World that the seed is sown for

and must he where
it Is sown. As this little of three
score and ten Is too short to the

or that any soul has in
we must come to earth

to reap bere what was sown. It i5
wben we have learned to do
but that we cease to med the dill·
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of earth. This is the
trine of is the one
that can show the of the su-
preme and this teaches man
that he is not in the hands of an arbi-
trary but that he is his
own lHe for or for ail future
ages.
The scales which we t'ind

the constant of enable
us to look at every human as one
who is the fruits of that
which he has sown in the past,
he may not remember il. He will see
ail his lives and ail his deeds when he
enters the invisible world as a great
panorama before him. are
aU written in his consciousness as weil
as on the that to his per-

and can no more he erased than
a star can be removed from the firma-
ment. This is the of
dr()wlt:liIllg men reveals at the mo-
ment of unconsciousness at the of

every event of their
both and some of which have

been This is what is
referred to in the Biblical passage,
where it is mentioned that when the
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book of IHe is every man's
acts, will be found recorded there.
The in the in her

watchfulness over the field has the
of aU four of existence. It

has the courage, and heart of the
wisdom of a serpent, the
the and the face of the human

forward to know the
mystery of life. It also has the

it the of the and
which enable it to mount into Realms

that of mortals. This
face looks forth the
vista of the ages to the attainment of

The of the
has been found among the ancient mins
of Yucatan as a relic of the
where Dr. Le nUIl:;e. i,

a small model of the
buried many feet under
The represents pOl:en:tial mani-

fes,tal:ioll, an endless duration.
It is limited the circumference
of which radiates from the
centre of the Letter. as it
does to the Formative it is
known to the inhabitants of that World
as in with the Di-
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vine Feminine that makes it a cOJnpllete
union.
Its "El:cnllity.'"
In the of

five of whom were
wc find the Number

divided in the Lower Feminine
the foolish vir-

who had no oil in their and
prc:paration for the or wisdom
would need. Five were wise, hav-

themselves by the ail in
for the of trial or reck-

which should come.
In the of the ta one

was to another two, and to
another one. When the account ta
their Lord for the talents was and
the one who had been five L_._•••_L.

another the Master said: "Weil
done, thou and faithful servant;
because thou hast been faithful over a
few 1 will make thee ruler over
many enter thou inta the of

Lord:'
The d011bliing of the five talents made

. a of the Ten and
at this he had been made a com-

master of his and could
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ehoose as in the in
whether he should follow the
erowned with or the one crc)wlled
with the emblem of The
one who hid his talents had it taken
from him because he had made no use
of it and on account of his laxness had
to commence The one with the
two talents received a re-
ward. He could not handled the
reward the one with the five tal-
ents, but when his own had been dou-

he had learned the steps
had been won. He knew be-
to because were the

ou1lgrlC)W1th of his talents. This
proves that souls do not come into this
world but receive
their reward to the talent

The one with the five talents
made ten, and the one with two talents
showed he was an but
on the road where faithfulness to

he would receive five talents,
and so his final reward
the use of them.
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CHAPTER ELEVENTH.

SECOND SEPTENARY-CONTINUED.

In the Creative the Divine
Feminine was concealed, except as indi-
cated the Number but in the
Second or the Formative

it stands forth with power
as co-worker with that of the Actin

of In the secrets of
its results we find ail due to the Will
to formulate and execute. Von Hek-
moth, one of the great Occultists of the
Seventeenth century, "The Will is
a substance, more subtle than
finer than and can
controlled the

"
The failure of men in ls because
do not understand the power of

this substance known as Will. It is di-
vided into the Divine Will; the Uni-
versal Will nature;
and the Human Will which is but an
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atom of the Great Will. It is in its na-
ture but affected the dif-
ferent on which it acts. Inter-

and
ail substances. It can ad

the World of of
Cr,eatiion, of Formation, and of the Ma-
terial or Factive World. The Will
cannot be controlled thought; it is
inherent in the nature of and

to the Yod. Consdousness is
spontaneous and cannot he controlled,
but it lacks the power of the Will to

Consdousness can act inde-
of the but the Will cannot

of the
gerlenilly both work in unison.

The Will cannot be acted upon the
intellect alone which is a mental
nor the affections alone, nor even
both united. It is the alone that
can force the Will into the of
any purpose.
When or Lord Beacc.nsliel,iJ,

as a young boy, walked the
streets of he conceived the idea
that he would die Prime Minister to

Victoria. From that ail the
powers of his ego, intellectual and emo-
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tional themselves and worked
to that end. Whatever

prove to be an to his
future, or he avoided on the
one hand, and on the other a11
that would be not
towards this end, but towards

able to represent with the
office he desired.
In Disraeli can

be what he wills to be."
is the storehouse of this Will

from which it is sent to a11 lesser
and to every creature;

even the before it has reached the
lowest form of animal shows

the direction of its germ, this Will
that sends the and down-
ward the root.
In Genesis 1 :2, we are told that the

World was "Formless and c10thed in
darkness."

this was sent the Will of the
as an outer force into vi-

bration, that which should afterward be
more into existence
the of Crea-
tion here is that of a in
the mind of an artist before he has

I3i
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a to the canvas. The
at the centre of Emanation

senda forth the Sun to abide in the
same manner in the centre of the Cre-
ative as the or Wordo
He is to be the artist who will
forth the which we have

and make of it a
his vibration there is a continuation

of the motion of as
from and first manifested in the
Letter Zain. In the Word Yo-He, Vau
He, we find Yod as the He as
the Mother, and from these two the
Vau was forth.
The of Yod, is
The Eleventh ,:) is

formed like U'l'UUIt:., but the arms are
and a stronger grasp in de-

With this Letter rep-
resented by Unities in de-

its work. It is here
that the Lower Feminine asserts Her-
self as the of man, and after-
wards him under foot. The
Two Unities added to the
Number Two, as weil as the Number

and as mentioned in is
the first manifestation of the Divine
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Nature. Even in the Creative World
the combat and will continue.
The Arcanum of this Letter expresses

strenlgth and and shows a wom-
an without any effort the
of a lion. She wears a crown upon her
head, Iike the
in a horizontal vv,,,,,',,,..
he that aU

the of
in the form of a woman. In
is seen the lite of the true

crowned with a circle of astral
which is under the control of the

human Realm and has the
of one with the
and theref()re, acc()mplish,es
results without effort.
In it denotes Mars, the

Elohim of concentrated and
opp,osiltton and It also gov-

is,
Ntlml)er, in the of in-
is seen in the two columns

thlrough which the initiate is caUed to
pass. are not of

but are each other and
are traced back as far as Solomon's
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of
his hands di·
of the tem-

his arms around
them he could down the entire

This is an illustration of the
fact that, anyone an
animal existence can the bal-
ance or that supports the

Wisdom and Love.
The Golden Hathor has been

one of our modern
an who heard her from

The of Hercules whic:h
are the land marks of be-
tween the Continents of Africa and Eu-
rope at Gibraltar were made the
of the of the head of the
air Here is the man with two
natures, each
from each other, and yet bellon,gin:g
each other. In every
for its entrance a broad
a tower on either side. It was
this the sym-
bol of " which was the aim
of every Pharoah to who started
on the of the of Num-
bers and Letters.

showed his
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her on the centre of the Pilon
Tower. As the was aplproactleCl,
these massive towers of masonry
seventy feet from the earth, had no

no were
the entrance to the vestibule of the tem-

but when the itself was en-
these towers were united .1.

stone the union of
the two in one, or Who-
ever could stand upon the centre of
this had both natur';
and held the world their
charm. Hathor was the
lene of the and when
she sang to her from the centre
of this none could resist her.
Men left their aU rel:aticlnsllips
of earth were as
swarmed in masses from every part of
the ta reach her. If
were premature, were sure ta meet
death. The whole is one of the finest
des.criptï'Dns ever of a who
has united the Feminine with
the the with the
Lower, the human with the Divine. To-

the result is the same where one cao
the Word from tbis Înnermost
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centre of their can attract
and hold and influeltlce, and and
none can tell the secret of their pow-
ers.
We find this Law of in

the and it is the of
man's Here he was sep-
arated from aIl he loved. In the
of Letters from this time we need ex-
pect but and suffer-

to his former powers.
We have now the Twelfth

"Lamed"
This is formed our

and denotes the arm or that which may
be extended in an movement.
Lamed is to aU ideas of con-

and power derived
from elevation. This is seen by the
fact that the in reduced
to its denotes Trin-

which to the Three
and to the Divine
which can be attained after man
has succeeded in his strug;gles.
The denoted Lamed is

that which follows the involution of
the Divine that is in man the
Divine Law of this is the
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continuation of the motion in
the in the wheel of

successive revolutions, has en-
abled man to reach the state where

is endosed in matter, at fint
ethereal, then and in
shells. The law of now be-

to the power of Divine work-
to throw off after

of encrustations or vestures, until man
stands as dothed in a
garment of As described in the
Nostie books he is now and has
fulfilled the idea contained in Yod that
he should be a Bi-Une nature.
The in the shows a

from his leit on a
between two trees, each

branches that had been cut
twelve in ail. This shows

that he has been cut off from the twelve
branches of the tree of Iife, and has
reached Lamed which his
downfall. The man's hands are lied
behind his he is and the

of his hands form a reverse
of which his head is the
sways with the wind and the
of his over the leit
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form! a cross. This is the same young
man, who in the world of Emanation
was as the In
Vau he was in a of
tenlpt.ltio,n between vice and and

successive steps,
we find him

.._'•.•.,_.• of destruction.
after his from

is the result now in
is the first action of a Will pre-
sUlnptuclus'ly fol1owed even to rum: but

disl:ipl.ine, brillgir:lg forth from this
Yod a new spiritlllaJ life.
The of Lamed

"
forces.

or in
ev,erythi,ng is super-

done from this centre of
forces. A few characters

mentioned in even while upon
earth attained this power, and the num-
ber is increased
Moses attained it years of soli-
tude in the until the bush
was aflame with and yet was not

Will and desire are the
"Back of Will stands desire.
Whatever the talent to be

whether in the arts or
the of
ficial until
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consumed. He knew that his interiors
had been to the
but at the time did not know the means
which it had been Ten

years had been him to the
of each of the Four Worlds and

at the end of that time he had mastered
ail the of the Ten
Goethe understood this when he said:

"A talent can be in solitwile;
character in the World."
The years in the was

Moses' school of his into
the of Pharoah's court, showed
the of his character.
"Enoch walked and talked with God

and was not for God took him."
It has been a matter of recent

that the book of Enoch has been
found and in the hands of the
student. It dcals with
hinted at in the such as
visions of the invisible and the
final Melchizadek was the
founder of the order of Melchizadek

and forerunner of
Indeed, sorne Cabalists he

Îs considered as one of the mani-
festations of the Son. He had
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this which
can never be attained white man is in-
terested in the Factive World with his
attention fixed on the around
him. It is the concentration of
the mind on a purpose that will

this result.
We have now reached the Thirteenth

"Mem" the middle Moth-
er Letter, has ils in
the Hebrew as the pnxiucti1,e
force of the Fonnative World. It is
made with a to the left of which
a Beth almost united.
Mem represents the substance and the

m01ulding Prin..;;"I.. of that which is re-
ceived from the Active While
the first Letter was the first Let-
ter of the First the first
tenary, and the entire Hebrew
bet, Mem is the Sixth Letter of the
Second and we see here the

of Creation as
the Hebrew Letters. In this case the
Mother Letter protects, and

and is a as weil as a
Creative power. It is after Mem has

to take the step that
Letter il! needed to trans-
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form man from the
for

ta the
he is de-

We have of as
one of the Three Mother Letters, but
we must upon it as one of the
most to he found in ail de-

next to the
Absolute The sum of

the two one, and three
represents the great

matan, which ail the relations and
of the and the

and his He are accom-

As in the first
which was Number
first Feminine made manifest in
Te:tra,grllmlnat:an, so in the second
tenary it is still more manifested,

Yod doubled its power,
He is yet a part of the Tetra-

grammatan.
The scale in the desicerldirlg

ary Relative
of each Sep,ten:ary,

10w that of the one preceding.
The fourteenth Letter, is "Nun"
This is formed with a a
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mercy.
the five

wards the man who
made them the
ceives the
is the

arm enended on
sents the
fect of man
the centre of his own will. The Num-
ber One and added tOll;etlller,
us the intellectual man and trained
with power over his senses, hence the

and the élements are at his
a man to whom was

he becomes after-
doublilllg them
Ten and re-

man's reward. This
where man finds himself

satisfied with his
and mental
The shows a woman with

the fruit brougllt
the mother Letter, and

out of the wine, that
result of and growth.

of this woman is called the
of the Sun and pours the es-

sence of life from one vesse! to an-
other without the loss of the least atom.
We learn from that the life
from the dual forces of returns
to its Iife source without dil1l1inuti,on,
Wc also know that as the distance in-
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of LUe is ab-
essence in his interior be-

it radiate to the
which has become hardened.

of Nun is,
or
The

man."
Man is still in the Formative

to he sent to the Factive
of fathers and mothers and cor-

and to ceaseless
that fascinate without satisf:yin.g.
The of Nun in the is

the last one of the Second
and denotes the lowest form in the
Formative World which man has
reached in his atomic or ethereal
The astronomical relates
man to o::lC'OfJIlO.



CHAPTER TWELFTH.

We have now reached the Third
tenary of the Hebrew i\lllnalilet.
This to the Factive World.

We must expert, in this
to find the of the Material

and the human the predoltni-
elements. AU realization of the

spilritual to the and
Worlds when the

is born on this the
spirit1>1a1 connection still exists. Words-
worth in his ode to has
most this blind-
ness of the and of aU
!hat to iL

"The soul that fises with us our life's
star,

Has had e1sewhere its and com-
eth from afar.

ISO
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to

Not in entire forgetfulness, and not in
utter

But
from

Shades of the
dose around the gr()wiing

The fuU power of
which started from its centre,
has DOW become the coarser element of
motion to with the gross

of man. The would he
this vibration.

with the Let-

the sep;araltion

This
ter, "Samek"
This Letter formed as a serpent

with its tai! in its mouth, thus
a drcle. This drcle is the motion
started in and back upon
itself. In Zain this motion was

from the one and was cre-
but swerved from its course

of man's Will from the
Crleatilve, until it attained a circulaI' mo-

when it became the motion of for-
Samek is Feminine in its na-

of
except that

ture.
The form of tbis Letter partak'es

tbe forro of the Letter
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be
the

much that we

is repre-
the ego the
and the seed is

from the centre in ac-

in Mem the Vau il from man,
who is the horizontal

and the Yod ta which it ""'''''''I.!i,'''
This Letter denotes limitation. Man
cannot go his he-

or ionate
sented the circ1e,
centre of the
what emanates
tion.
The is the devil sytlilboliz-
the astral forces that can

revealed this
side of we find
have seen in the preceding hierogr1yp,hs,
Here, however, is reversed.
With the very first the

the laws of
that which would afterwards
forth Creation. He l'aises his leit arm
toward the while his arm

downward towards the Universe.
holds the and the

demon holds the torch. One
leads into the and the other to
the darkness of destruction. Here the
vivifying forces of the Creative World
has become and destructive. The
devil or Samek stands upon a cube sur-
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mo,unting a to indicate the
minion of matter over
Fab d' O1vet says: "In the Letter

Samek is found the of evil."
the the same idea is

seen where Atlas stands a
toise and holds the upon his
shoulders.
In Astrclnomy this represents

the archer. He rides on the four
feet of animal which carries
him this Factive World until
awakened to the of a
state of existence. Then the power of
imlpÎl,atiion comes upon the of

is and the life of
the Centaur becomes transformed into
that of the true man.
Vibration is the of motion.

tion can be seen; vibration cannot be
seen, but can he felt. to the
power of the motion will be the

of the vibration emanalting.
In the Second we find the

interior motion of
self as and manifestation.

to a certain thill
creasell until it reaches Samek.
The of Samek "Motion."
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of

This motion was started from the
evil of and
of daire can it meet
a of Eternity.
The number of this Letter is

which the Two Temaries
of the worlds.
The sixteenth Letter

formed of t'Wo Vans united a
zontal line at the bottom where the IÎIle
slants. It is man in the
process of Christ. Its
number is six one which
seveD, it a Divine Number. At
this stage of man's existence he has
reached the where amid aU the
disasters and of human
a Divine power is down to

him if he is but conscious of the
below him and the powers that are

above.
The hieroa:1ypih shows a tower struck

which Adam and Eve
pri:rnitive state are first bro,uglilt

to the and
the' tower, which has before

has been taken from
are to the

the labor of reconstruction.
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astral world there are dis-
who have not reached the

or consciousness,
an 0PI?OrtulliÏty to incarnate
the endless pr()Cel.si()D of souls

match of towards
In this astral world also

great where man's downward ca-
reer has reached its climax; from this
he can emerge severe and per-
sistent this is the lesson that
clothes him with a material and
eoables him to combat the forces of the

World. It cannot proteet him
from the enemies within.
Those Letters man in the

Formative without his
deal with astral conditions; those deal-

with man in his refer to his
material conditions and the World of
Elements. we are informed
of an astral astral and
astral These differ in their man-
ifestations. When the human

the the material goes
to the World of Elements from which
it came; the astral or soul returns
to the astral and takes its
there.
In this

tinctive
of
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there are those who have been incar-
nated but must return and

into a In this
who

their rounds of devel-
and need never come into a

unless sent on a mission to
eartlL The Psalmist in the nineteenth
Psalm alludes to this in the words:

thou hast been our
in all "

The word ean mean but
one which is to be born into a

as means to he
barn out of a David also said:
"Thou turnest man to destruction (or
to the Material and sayest, re-
turn ye, children of men, for a thou-
sand years in (or the spirit11al

is but as a "
The astral world has as many

of inhabitants as there have ever been
men upon the earth of men).
with the addition of the or
eelestial to the
The motion of the astral eurrent has

to do with that of in
which was a direct motion of

from the centre of the World of
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the Letter
fall ioto matter, yet

a Divine it in-
dicates that this is the of
of the destructive downward Priinciiple:s,
with or from above.

Emanation; white the astral has
a rotary motion. It bears the same re-
lation te the true as to

soul that enters the
worId to he clothed with a comes

these forces of astral
white every soul from this
on this passes
these currents which

from circular to vertical. These cur-
rents are sometimes cal1ed "The her-
metic or the of the
threshold" that the entrance to
the world. In China the

of the
and wherever the emblem is seen, the

is found to be with
one of its after a float-

in the air in a vain attempt to seize
it. This represents the human
soul. In the of the
the is the same idea differ-
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This is the mentioned in Gene-
sis where the Cherubim with the

drove man from his
home the Formative World.
From this life was a continuai

of outward without
satisfaction.
In to

"Destruction."
We now come to the Seventeenth Let-

ter of the Hebrew "Phe"

formation is the same as Beth ex-
cept that the Yod comes forth from the
mouth. Beth the mouth, with
the of from
it; Phe is that
ward.
The represents the young

who was the of eternal
In the fourteenth arcanum she

is the elixir of IHe from one
vase to another without a
now seen in the seventeenth arcanum,
Phe, the water upon the
She is crowned with seven stars, one of
which is very and over
the centre of her head. the ordi-
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ray of

"Ilnrrlortality."

comes
note
sound

of Phe becomes
the union of the Two

and what is more it
represents the full octave at the com-

of seven. In when it
to the of first

the exact
in a

greater vibration. If
it would be either

natura! or and the chord or
octave would represent these same
ities carried to a state. It must
be remembered that the Number
combines the two feminine qUialities
one.
In

ln relates ta
with the indicative of the

of It is also the em-
prayer or the former
man with His the lat-

ter witb bis felIow man. Phe repre-
sents the tongue or back of the throat.
We have DOW reached the eig:hte:enl:h
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"Tzaddi" formed difJer-
from that one Vau has

almost become a Yod to assist in the
upliifting of the horizontal line to which
it is attached. It is this that
the Divine Feminine or per-
forms its office of upon the
soul of man, while the Vau unites its

with this breath to forth
a new creature.
The Number of the Letter shows that

the combination of with Number
has about or

Number which indicates the Three
Ternaries. This ùenotes com-

The us that the in-
volution of is not there
is no more that cao reach the Ma-
terial World except by reflection.
can descend no lower than the field
which represents the earth, and ils de-
scent is seen the of blood that
fall on the earth from above.
finds upon this
it has eve:rynimg WOlrkirlg
it. The wild animaIs of the earth.

vapors, circum-
stances; these are ail enemies wbich
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militate US at its lowest
of descent. Worse than these are the
inner foes of animal desires.
The of Phe .. and
Astrom>my corr'esp(lnds to Aqtlaritls.

of the Hebrew
formed with

a except
that the line il> more ex-
tended the Yod is tumed aside
at the hand as if the power of the
world was attracted toward mat-
ter. There are four numbers that rep-
resent Hfe in different rep-
res1entling Universal natural

assimilated and
which forms are

The indicates two children
endosed in a walled whièh repre-
sents the Material World. This shows
the and or
forces of the Universe. The Sun now

to shine in direct rays upon
them; this reveals to us the up-
ward of the arrow, which has been un-
til now, and
ioto matter. It is the of transi-

where the first stage of initiation
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As a little child opens its eyes
upon this new but is not yet con-
scious of an so the

first awakens in its materialized
to its of which

arouses in it the desire to return.
Ap!oUinillts of says: "Until the
becomes conscious of the two dis-

tinct currents within it, and can
th()fouglrùy distinlrtlÎlih between them, it

initiation into a

This is what he "The fint hour
of initiation."
The Number of the

represents and the Three Worlds
in their added
make Number which indicates the

of all called the
"The of the

Worlds,"
This is in their

"Braham breathes out and the Worlds
are Braham inbreathes and
Worlds are "

represents the inb,reclthilng.
The of the word is a

weapon to defend man, and to aid him.
the great cardes out this
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the
active

same when he of "The
sword of the which is the Word
of God."
The

union of
and is
The astronomicai is

the which is the same as the last
Letter of the first We could
almost say the two Letters had the ume

and the functions of both are sim-
ilar. Both represent the arrow, the for-
mer as it starts out, the latter when it
has turned in its direc-
tion for the defense of man. In
when the arrow went man had
not yet been but now the in-
volution of into matter has been
effected and he has bis defense in bis
power.
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CHAPTER THIRTEENTH.

TlUIlD SEPTENARY CONTINUED.

We have now reached the twentieth
"Resch" formed a

horizontal and !ine like
with the of tbe hori-

zontal which bas now to
manifest more and force. The
perperldi<:ub.r line of it at

and it. Rescb
of as the head of man and

for bis
that possesses

movement, whether
Resch. The

an with of a
trompet that is decorated with a cross,
which represents the last or
the of the mystery of

and man's Be-
low il, a grave opens from which man,
woman, and child come fol'th. Here is
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seen the fatherhood and mother-
bood and sonbood of the ancient
tians wbich were
fore Moses lived and the Bible was
written. Resch represents its Num-
ber from the Divine
World and nature. Two is the
first manifestation of the Feminine or
Passive The or CÎr-
cie, which we first saw in Ten
or there the Divine
Feminine the side of in
power. In Resch, we now see this
still the statldil1lg
side side with Number the first
manifestation of the Lower Feminine.

both represent in Number and
ure, that which bas been since the Cre-
ation, from tbe to
which cach now ac-

their mIssIon in the Three
we find have reached their

ultimate in Resch.
The Three called forth at the

hlr'1IlI1ina of the trompet, as seen in the
represent the entire human

race of the Three Worlds:
Formative and Factive. also rep-
resent the concentration of the race iuto
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the the the and
the child.
The of Resch is,

tion."
Resch is

of darJkne;,s,
aIl that opposes satisfaction
human desires. This

The
the Hebrew
This is formed three

connected a horizontal
and is one of the three Letters that has
a sound like that of a serpent.
It is also the last one of the three
Mother Letters. and
Schin all represent motion in its dilfer-
ent of advancement. In Zain
of the First it went f .."""",..,i
in a direct ; on Samek it
took a circular course ta it-
self. With Schin it tumed from the
circular into a vertical or move-
ment

it is secu is of three
circular and
and destructive or obstructive.

Fan of mentioned in the
an illustration of the
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destructive force of the motion or vi-
bration that il. The motion
that the Continent of
boria situated at the North Pole was
at first direct and but divert-

in its course to the which
caused its destruction. The motion that
also caused the destruction of .L..aJffiuna,
situated at the Southern of
the earth was and to
the which motion is found in
the current of the Indian Ocean to-

and differs from that of any other
Ocean.

lmown as the White Conti-
nent, was lost the Creative
Forces that the power of
the breath in the unilion of the
circular and vertical motion. These
fOfces l nd control
with it the combination of
tbese tbree destruction.
The motion in is that of de-

struction of ail Material but of
the of the true man, who
has hitherto been bound on the wbeel.
Without the Letter Schin to

the Factive there would have
been no of its in
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man's life. He would have continued
to have been bound the rim of des-

all future ages, at his low-
est state of had not aU
three Divine different manifes-
tations of the and Adonai with
Christ of the Formative taken
hold of the prostrate man and aided
him in his former
Each are the work of the Adonai
of the Emanative World.
Schin is the continuation

row of motion to its
has no limitation of so

when man touches the his
future are inconceivable.
It was because man at this be-

came that he a great-
er than human power to awaken him.
It needed a manifestation
both natures, the human and Divine.
The Christ of the Formative
the of the Creative
worked with unseen

invisible but neither
these ever nor ever can do the

work of Christ of the Factive
The of the

Father. He of His own Will said to
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the 1 come to do
Oh Lord."
He thus limited himself to

himseIf from the
World of to which he bel,ons:ed,

the of the
and His own

to enter the Factive World.
of aIl Worlds

and adored Him. He has been
will he the central of

and while for a time He knew
but little of the work He was to per-

He occasional of
His mission.
"Know ye not that 1 must be about

my Father's " said He, when
twelve years of age, he was found dis-
cOllfsing with the Rabbis of the Tem-

From this the veil ar;::)J)tICa
over His eyes and Iike those
about Him he was a calrpentl:r's
son from Nazareth. In that wonderful
Nostic book, we are told
that before the
WorId to be incarnated, went to one
of the Realms of and selected
one, whom he sent to Earth,
"Thou must go before me to the



and the of
untouched the he
to become my mother."
These were the words of to

He continued,
"Thou mother must also he a
OHJUl,"", and live apart from the World
so that the power of this may
overshadow and prepare thee to

birth to me when 1 come."
to another and lower. He se-

who should he His
tles on earth. From the fact that he
selected them from different and
groups, indicates that had different

were chosen for a different
and were from different domains

in the invisible world ln one
he chose a tax and in another
a to them. "Follow
Me."

arose and followed hint. How
did he know where to find these souls
whom he had sent down to he his dis-

nid he have a memory that
f1ashed upon him for an instant
him who were as soon as he met
them. or was he at-
tracted that law of mag-
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which one soul knows when
it meeta another that to it?
The Schin henceforth takes its

between the first He and the
stands for
The Name.
Yah-veh

into Jell0shu:a.
found

was thencefortb
The Name Isa is also

in andent tablets as the Name
rep,resenting another of his char-
acter. From this name comes that of
the Goddess of the
Isis. We find that Samet was the one
source of evil and isolation to the Fac-
tive but to overcome we
have the the the
and the Adonai.
The Number of

represents the Lower Feminine re-
and united with and

the addition of the two and
the one, represents a
with man, nature, and the Creat-
ive powers. Schin is the last Let-
ter of the Third and car-
ries ail the vibrations of the Mother
Letters back to The hierog:lyph
represents man in his fallen state; it
shows a foolish man stulmbling .....,......ll, ...
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a
man, in his brief
white enc10sed in a
as the Letter of Du.ration,

the world filled with and
unconscious of the that are
him or the crocodile
to devour when he has fallen

the of his senses.
This same crocodile has been seen in

and represents.
lifetime on

It is known
which is its

We have now the Three
SellteIllari,es, but we find the Let-
ter, "Tau" and is
formed like He of the first
tenary, except that the He is not per-

united with the horizontal Hne.
White there were Three Ùother Let-
ters, one for each there are
four Divine

Adonai of the World of Eman-
aHon.

That of the
ative World.

or Cre-

to the Christ or
Formative World.
Fourth, That of Christ
to the Factive World.

These added to .the Three
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Mother Letters make the seven
of the Feminine power.

is the and
the two Feminine Numbers

that form it, we arrive at the Tetra-
grammatan, or with the World
of Adonai. The drcle is here
made this final which repre-
sents ail and rise to the
cross. It has the same as a
Letter as did but it adds to the

that of of the Femi-
nature. The former represents

while Tau is the fruit

represents a nude fe-
in the centre of an
crossed, lib the
and in each cor-

of the we find the man,
the the bull and the
This Letter represents a resume of

ail the work that has been done throu"h
the three SepltenarÎl:s.
The "Salvation."
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CHAPTER FOURTEENTH.

THE CHAIIT.

We have now made a of the
Ten or
the We have also made a

of the or
lines of connection between these Prin-

It is now the student's work to
combine these to the chart.
This chart is found in part in

and in the Cabala of
from whom has

been received to use it as formulated
him. We find the Ten

in the
Three different Worlds. In the
two Letters, what will here-
after he as canals, are
found to be divided into Three

each to the Three
Worlds below that of Emanation.
It must be remembered that the
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Tbree Ternaries and the Three
tenaries forro a united whole.
The which bave a Divine

are to be found perpen-
to the and are:

The or sixth ; The
Christ or ninth Christ
the tenth SeIlhiroth.
These are 50 connected with

J\lln-;:,oph, that Gimmel carries the Di-
vine essence uncontaminated other
Priinc:iplc:s to these centres of the dif-
ferent Worlds.
Eaeh of the ten have a

name, or
attributes to

or the
or the united powers
contained in

sents Infinite pel"fec:tio'n
forth different qu.alities

to the demands made the
Creative Law. It can be communi-
cated the Divine Centres
which are in direct connection with it.
In the World of Cabalists

live as
its two Princi-

father and
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own
He also said: ye

lem until the power of the
rest upon you."

We have now entered upon the fourth
which is the of

the Divine which for two
thousand years to come, will be
out upon the earth. In the two ac-
counts of the Creation in the

one Moses, and the other
the former refers to the different

stages of Creative power, the latter be-
gan with the work of the who
created that which Moses of as
the in the World of Eman-

fourth the Eternal and Fifth the
Etemal While these never leave
the World of Emanation are to
he found in every created

the He is made the second
of the which is

of the Vau. This was seen
upon Christ at his

and remained with Him until
His crucifixion, when He said: "My

has thou forsaken me?"
melmit:lg that the at that

and He felt alone with His
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ation. In Genesis God said: "Let there
be
In the

manifes-
50

of in-
on this earth.

are known as the the
chosen, and the sealed. There is an
honor attached to the latter that
the former cannot unless it has
heard the cali and This is

decided the when the
cali went forth from Adam Proto-

This is to in where the
to "Where wast

thou when 1 laid the foundation of the
Earth?" which was to say-

"What was in Adam Pro-

While man does not remain
in the of the Factive
we find that as he his ascent,
there is an influx of a new power at
every step, in touch
with the different canals. Paul
says: "1 but not 1, but the Christ
tut dwelleth in me."

17.,



Here the interiors are and
the hierachies of the World
become but the love of all
is centered in the Divine human babe
bom in Bethlehem.
A French Master has writ-

ten a scientific work on this
how prayer can be heard

at the same instant from a million
hearts. Each molecule of Christ
can he present when called upon, and
the man who caUs shall have obtained
illumination.
The fortunate on this

whose names have come down to us
the ages, are those who have
the molecular into the

devotion to one pur-
To this, bad to

from the world or he taken from
it. Christ said : "If any man love
father or wife or
more than me, he is not
Enoch had this

Himself one of the Elohim. He could
pass space at and like
Moses and never but was
translated. Certain characters are eas-'

traeed their differènt in-
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from the
were the
who had
of Babel
were the
them.
This is aIso referred ta in the Bible

where it says, "The sins of the father
shan he visited unto the children, even
unto the third and four "
Ali human have come from

carnations, by the of a
trait. We find this in the case of Alex-
ander, Caesar and ail
love for women, we
find in Helen of the foreshadow-

of the of and
Elizabeth of This is aiso seen
in Deborah reincarnated in
The famous Rabbi

from many passages of the
not the but the nation
must come to fulfill sorne
cept that had left undone, or
sorne sin had committed for which

must atone. When he of
the of the children of Israel
for four hundred years under the

he said it couid be proven
Hebrew records that these
direct descendants of those

to build the tower
of brick and the Pharoahs
instruments used to chastize
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two fOOtS of Adam the
root of Cain and the root of Abel.
When the descendants or reincarnations
of these roots meet, the same
of hatred and murder appears in the
one, while that of love for
appears in the other. In Saul of Tar-
sus, forth to we
find the same that were
foreshadowed in and both of
them in the latter part of their lives
gave themselves up to the work of hu-

and were men after Gad's own
heart.
No one cau the time that may

between two nor
how many there must be to the
character. Man cannot bring to this
life his memory of what he was,
neither can he take from this Iife the
mere material memory that

the vibrations of the two worlds
to each other. This world

in time and space; the other.
with the world of 1:10 time and

no space.
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CHAPTER FIFTEENTH.

CBAlitT-<ONTINUED.

CANALS.

DOW fixed in mind that there
are but Ten Numbers in the Urlivl:ne.
and Letters that are used
as means of communication between
these we will to trace
the canals and see the prllctiical wo,rkiing
of this
From

the that will be
we find the Law of Laws, in the Three-
fold of the canals.

Beth and Gimmel are the three
canals which pass the essence
heretofore unkn.:>w:n. from to the
Lower Worlds. carnes the

of and what it con-
tains to the second Hochma,
or Wisdom the active

wbile Beth the
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same but the
Feminine the essence
to the third or whicb
is called Binah. Tbese two we have

mentioned as the of the
Universe. Gimmel canies from
the Divine essence it bas received di-
rect to the centre of the Three Worlds.
From Hochma to Binah mns the fourth
canal that carnes with it Wis-
dom and love, and here unites and
passes Gimmel with the Divine
essence. Daleth is the door that

between Love and Wisdom.
These Beth and
enclose the World of leav-

th"o",gh Gimmel the sole connection
with the Divine World.
It is very to note how in-

trieate these canals become, as em-
braee of the Three Worlds.
When forth from
Love and these were
to be distnbuted ail hurnanity.
In from we find

the canal Wisdom to the
Centre of the Creative the
home of the
the culmination of the.
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distributes this ta the Lower
World This seems for the
sixth awal seems to be the most direct
connection between Hochman and the
next Chesed, or but no

or side could carry the
Wisdom. It needed a central of
distribution which in this case is the
Centre of the Creative World From
the Hebrew Word we know this
is a masculine and is balanced

or which is the Prin-
of the Feminine as seen

the name Elhoa. The sixth canal is
which adds to Divine Wis-

dom, which was the work
of Vau while upon and even in
the Divine World.
The seventh

it Love or
Creative World and represents the ac-
tive of Love. The ca-
nal Heth combines the Love of Binah,
with the Fear of and fofros the
p,.iin"inl.. of the Fifth Sep.hir.:>th.

the ninth fofros the
of the Creative and

combines the twa elements of Fear and
The tenth cam-



had remained
when it left the World af

would be
The thirteenth canal or

nects Peched with HOO or
the and com-

bines the Fear that to mother-
hood with the Honor tb8t to
Love.

municates with Chesed and the
and carries from Chesed,

the fourth the
twelfth combines Fear of the
fifth with the
cannects the Fourtll
which is the
dom with
enth
If this

unbroken

the fourteenth connects
with and the sev-
enth and combines
and the result of Mem's pro-
duction. the sixteentb canal also
connects with Hod or Honor
and combines the element of destruc-
tion with these and
it comes and the

The fifteenth canal or Samek la the
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canal,
which
Samek. The
connects ·Netzab with
the element of

which is the resuIt of
of man.
carries the bless·
to which is
This with
carries rec!enlptiion

the power of limita-
to Malcuth.

are the two canals
Hod and Net-

or the of

and Schin
that connect the
zah with Malcuth

Christ.
the connects

Hod with Malcuth. and combines the
element of duration, while the

connects

between the Formative
Factive WorleL Samek
element of circular motion
for it f10ws into the one unintlerrupl:ed
canal of Gimmel. Here the tint

of the serpent of evil.
Phe, the seventeenth con-

nects Netzah with the direct canal of
ull:mIlel, cOlnbilnÎIlg the of immor-

eqtlalizes the evil ... ••
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with and carries the
of Salvation from the Ninth
to the Tenth. From the time that Gim-
me1 ftowed from the World of Emana-
tion to the Three Divine it has
been a river of Life into whicb
has ftowed the tributaries which had
their source in a different Princi-

or while in-
the volume of have

.._,_...... into it different that
various have deteriorated

or rather deteriorated from
so that, instead of car-

a stream of from the
source of the at the
second and third it is added
to Wisdom and and so in-

at successive stages ulltil emp-
its contents into or the

Foundation of the Christ World. From
here it is no more known as Gimmel,
but there is a continuation of
this canal in that connects
with who receives ail the con-
tents of Gimmel and its tributaries that
have ftowed Tau.
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SIXTEENTH CHAPTER.

FINALE.

Between the World of Emanation and
that of Creation was a Law to
the which wu afterwards
revealed to and him to the
Material World When the World of
Creation was into existence
the the World of orbs
which is meant the sun, moon and

swung into tbeir This
was the Law we have of as

to the thence ta
Moses in the Material World by which
the Adamic Race could obedience
to this Law, return to
is 50 many different names,
that the student will he assisted

these in mind The AlIl-::iIODh
or unknowable The Adonai or
Absolute or Mani·
fested the
Christ or Christ
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or Adam Cadmon the Factive
is the of the Yod
of fatherhood.

St Martin said: "In Num-
bers it is neœssary to have
a and you cannot know whether
the is correct until you have tried
it for and fitted it into the
lock. When discovered the
hY1pothel]eUlSe, he was so elated that he
sacrificed an hundred oxen."
St Martin also said: "That in fit-
the to a1l the that were

before he lound in the
verses of that to swear
the Sacred was the great-
est that could he taken. 1
his and found
that learned in

ca1led
it Tetractus, the which
signified "Fountain of nature ever ftow-

1 find that Number Four
we1l be to
from this source. It was after four
times one thousand that the Re-
deemer came to There are four

There are twenty-two
tles the Rt'!"\l'e1a-



tion. Two two is four. There are
twenty-two books of the in
the Old Testament." From this it il
easy to forro a that the twenty-
two to the twenty-
two Letters of the Hebrew
and at the same time the twenty-two
prciphl:tic:al books in the Old Testament
indicate the attempt of each ta
fol1ow out a Letter in ils devel-
opment. This can he seen in the

note that is struck so in

is most
where the
come imlper'fec:t,
tion that it is to
Lower Feminine ta add ta its
tion. In the twa, we where
the Lower Feminine attracted man to
his as shawn the
aver prostrate man. At the same time
in the three where the Divine
Feminine cornes ta man's rescue, the
same circle is seen, but man is
between the twa halves of the

if united would forro the
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Five we have
foreshad-

circle that is
succeeded in

the lower Feminine at this
so she does not appear. In fol-
this to the Number six and

nine we find the man in touch
with the Divine but
in its until Number

where the Lower Feminine has
been redeemed with fallen man and

into the of the
Divine Feminine, and in Number
she has reached and is
seen side side man.
This is where the has
become saint her great love
nature which is taken irom the human
and to the Divine.
"Moreover them is servant

wamed: and in of them there
is reward."-Psa. Ig:n.

is with reverence and sincere grat-
itude that 1 mention those in
lands who have aided me their wis-

and to pursue this
of be-
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an honored of
the title of

the
have been of great
Cabala; Coundllor
Abbe EH·

and many others.

Of these are, the St. Vve!
d'i\lveyclre, who stands as hav-

received his in the Brah-
minical schools of India. Dr. Gerard

President of the
Couneil of the Martinist a vol-
uminous and a learned Oc-
cultist on Hermetic lînes. He has

to use his chart,
which will prove of invaluahle to
faithful students.
Dr. Paul

Dr. and
Dr. of the Cabala.
Besides these

works
assistance:
Von


